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Congratulations! Today is your day.

You're off to Great Places! You're offand away!

You have brains in your head. You havefeet in your shoes

You can steer yourselfany direction you choose.

You 're on your own. And you know what you know.

And YOU are the guy who'll decide where to go.

You 11 look up and down streets. Look 'em over with care.

About some you will say, "I don 't choose to go there.

"

With your headfull of brains and your shoes full offeet,

you 're too smart to go down any not-so-good street.

And you may notfind any you '11 want to go down.

In that case, of course, you '11 head straight out of town.

It's opener there in the wide open air.

Out there things can happen andfrequently do

to people as brainy andfootsy as you.

And when things start to happen, don't worry. Don't stew.

Just go right along. You '11 start happening too.

OH!
THE PLACES YOU'LL GO!

-Dr. Saess



In Loving Memory Of

Michael Cronin
(1983 -1998)

Since I was little I can remember going to the lake every summer. It

was during one of these trips that we were kept inside because of a

huge storm.

It started off with a high tide crashing against rocks, making

sprays of whitefoam. A harsh wind began to blow, causing all the

trees to rock back andforth.

The wind grew and soon clouds began toform. Rain started to

fall, the tiny drops making ripples in the water. At this time it

started to become dark-the storm was growing. The great clouds

placed a gloomy shadow over the land. A motor boat streaked by,

trying to outrun the menacing giants. Suddenly, a bolt of lightning

lit the night sky. I looked in awe. Following this was a crack of

thunder that made me jump. I ran to my mother's arms andfelt safe

in her comfort. Then Ifell asleep.

I remember waking up in the next morning to a bright sunny day.

The lake glittered as it was hit by sunlight. Birds were chirpiing, the

trees were still, everything was calm. The storm had passed.

- Michael Cronin
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Well SHS time for me lo lake off my 5 inch I

platforms and put some higher ones on cauam
I'm just trying to be all I can be and ncvrbil

a cornflake grl. My 4 yrs. Here have im
lal me of anchovies - sour, bitter, kindafc

sketchy, but not so bad for your health. I

will always remember 4085 w/ Mcri 1 4 thm

Rd 24 the bag w/CB. Toronto booty trip w/*

CC + SK, NYC w/ AB and GG, drinkin teat;

w/ MF, DC + CH, Mike - "I've had a lot oli

water." Riss + Barbs we're only cool on the*

weekdays. Tori road trip w/JC + L + Finally!'

meeting Tori on 8131 w/ JD. Carlos +<

Shcirly thanx 4 the advice. Shahla. Kristy.y

+ Christina thanx 4 listening + being th*c

best faeries ever, I Love u guys. Mom + Dad"

thanx 4 still putting up w/ me. Alex - goodi

luck in life. Toodles SHS.

Carlos Adams Tiziana Agnello

It's finally over. Mom & Dad Thanks for

everything and all your support. JB&KG
friends since middle school and always there

for me. MD&JB friends since pre-k and

grade 2, you girls are great! CS you have

changed me for the better. KH thanks for

sticking by. AD&KK don't forget the key

chain. KT-The airport & tacos are waiting.

EP you're a great friend. JS&GS basketball

wouldn't be the same w/out you. AJ never

forget our fun times together.

KB.ML,AO,AS,KR,CN,AM,BM,HTlunch
wouldn't be complete w/out everyone. AA
the summer w/ the guys will never be for-

gotten. JT.NG.AW.AR- my buds-good luck!

Anne a special thanks for always being

there, you're a great sister. I love you. And
good luck seniors!

*Friends r like stars U don't always seefc

them but you know they r always there* E8

1

AB G AJ SB BM CS DA MA Camp StuCc

.

& other buds- Thanx4 bein stars in my life*'

'

Excellent8- Thanx4 the great Xs I love n
guys* CS2 LC LS HB- GL w/ StuCo nexii

few years* KM- 13 down 1 to go* LR-gl &i

take care of Bartleby & Desmond*Angev

Thanx4 always bein there I love u*Jes*»

Thanx 4 ur help even when I didn't want itn

I love u 11:11 *Tennis & Track-thanx4 thett.

memories GL every 1 *MsB Thanx4 the ad J

vice & support Energyboosta*JPF& MrsO 1

thanx4 all u have done4 me* 34 26-gl im

realworld*Mom & Dad- I love u even if)

don't always say it*Thanx2 nel else when

didnt fit I love uz *Yesterday is todayiv

memory & tommorrow is todayr*

dream*Amanda (Alpo50) =-P

Maria Alessandrini Amanda Alpert

I can't believe it is time to graduate! I'll

always remember fr.bio w/MB. Hey dog,

I'll never forget all of the times we laughed.

I can't picture college w/oyou.. Neubs class

w/ NC, CI, KD, MB, CY, AM, DC. This

class ruled. I'll miss good times with MC
and PBR w/ SG. Hockey was the best good

luck boys. Hey Buck, wanna golf? To NC,

MB.CI.KD you guys are my best friends,

thanks for the laughs, I love you guys good

luck. I'll miss MN w/ JK, JP, DM. To Diane.

I'll never forget all the great times, thanks

for everything, your the best, good luck at

Babo. I Love you. To my brother Steve, I'm

gonna miss you good luck next year. To my
parents, thanks for all the care and support,

I Love You Guys.

I will never forget the time I spent at Saugui i

High. It is an experience I will never forget i

I would like to thank my parents and brother i

Jim. for putting up with me every step of th««

way. I would like to thank my Queez, IittbW

Queez. Church, Chesna. and Eaton. Fondes -i

memories: Varsity Baseball, Font's classy

prom. Dunkin' Donuts, driving the Taurus>|

and playing paint ball at the farm. Kristinn

I'll never forget you. Thanks for all thi
i

memories. It's finally over. ..I'm out!

Joseph Angelo Michael Angrisano



:v»ever said Ihese would be the best 4

is knew what he was talking about.

iough I'm looking forward to moving on,

1 never forget the past 4 years w/ MK,
>re, Dave, Cait, Linds, Cait, Bri, Greg,

Erin, Drew, Jen, & Katie. U have no

:a how much u mean to me. MK— In 13

ars you've become a sister to me. Never

et Barbies & 12 o'clock lunch! Twin

—

u're a crazy girl & I'll never forget our

irdness! Dave—some of my best times

ve been w/ you. Thanx so much for being

u. I'll never forget B-more w/ Bri, Car

ks w/ CG. Random places w/ CC&CC,
uz we were barely 17...", shmizas @
bego. France 98, Prudence, "Aruba". stars

swings, concerts w/ KD, Drew's faces,

s humor. Mom, Dad. Grammy & Grampy,

j Grammy thanx 4 all the encourage -

nt! Ann. Chris, & MK thanx 4 all you've

ne, I love you guys!

"This is the moment when all I've done, all

of the dreaming scheming and screaming

become one this is the day. see it sparkle and

shine. When all I' ve lived for becomes mine

for all these years I've faced the world alone

and now the time has come to prove to them

I've made it on my own and when I look

back I will always recall that moment for

moment, this is the greatest moment of them

all." JACAGAthe fam PMMM the 4 of us.

Jbean college! JGBITRRMCSADBLZM
ourSHSDCJRM only one moreLBABYMY
sisters AGKAMKCAAASHT you rule Font

thank you for being you Matty I love you

with all my heart, you have made me so

happy. Much love to everyone. The best 4

years of our lives'? We'll see...

Kimberly Anthony Danielle Arigo

I would luv to stay here another year but I

know Joan and Mr Keddy would kill me. I

want to thank my parents and Leah for

putting up w7 me. MC she's rad Neva 4get

eatin pizza in the corner. JP we gotta get the

dog outta your table, no we're not in candy

land. JB go straight. KR AM PH crackpot

motel. Oops were we suppose 2 go home?
KI am I 2 short 4 pants? AG like Ahoy PS

SD SC I neva ate a bandaid but I know what

,

it tastes like. John u r the most bestest 143

always. MT yes I am sorry. JB KR LB trash

day lets hit the jogger. Leah you're the best.

Love you 4-life. Well SHS all I have to say

is if these are the best years of our lives,

somebody kill me now!

Jamie Arsenault Melissa Badolato

:amc to SHS on Nov. 09, '99. - (My
thday) with a couple words of English

iguagc and now I'm going out fluently

caking it. I'm saying this because this is

: only thing why i will never forget this

tiool and why I will always be thankful to

me people in this school. I was not happy

this school - but that is no one's fault,

lere is only one place and one school

terc I could be happy, but life. God. or

loever didn't want me to be happy. Any-

ly being in SHS one year is not close

ough to meet this school or even make
ends. But it was pretty enough to give me
csson about life and realize that no mailer

tal I have to be brave and look MP in my
:. Thanks to all teachers who had me.

anks a lot.

m s

1

First I'd like 2 say thanx to Mom n Dad 4

everything. I made it. 2 my lil hro Ray. do

good 143! XS. w/DC. MF. MB. TA, BC,

1437. You guys arc the best! SW. SP. NM.
U guys are the weirdest kids. Jilly G, kid ur

crazy ur right, definitely couldn't handle it.

Trevor 1437 4-18 - 00 thanx 4 the memo-
ries! Justin P. yourcra/y! Siroooostooooop

Dom, bling bling' Shanno we just got a little

closer. Little Riche C. you're the best,

ooops ooops I didn't sec it, well its linalK

over, didn't think it would be done so soon

Thanks to the teachers w ho did care' To the

SS crew, thankx you guys totalis changed

me 14V Chris thanks 4 being there 14 V ('

Ya SHS. thanx 4 the memories later'

Nermina Bajramovic Deaiinc R;i



Good X'sw/CBLM SW KL JD EH JL SW
KC NK NB DG SB RM JS JG RR RD JP SD
FT - Thanx 4 everything 143 - Neva 4get

eggcanal w/ NK JL EH NB, Rt. 66 w/ KC,

Drivcby's w/ KM don't worry about it, snob

want some candy? Rainy days w/ CB, I got

a resolution, 3way w/ JS, games w/ RM.
Bathrooms, The mountain. Summa '00. RM
& MP Just think Bling Bling! Talks w/ DG
thanx 143. 133, getting lost, swimming in

the St. @ EH, Dancing @ LM FAT fingers

w/ JP & AE, JG put me out, SD keep the

wave. Kool Kids '99 143. 133, PT 133-Mr.

Kcddy thanx 4 dealing w/ me & helping me
out 1 33 - mom & dad thanx 4 putting up w/

me I don't know how u did it but it's not over

yet 143 - Na even though we fight thanx 4

being there 143. Beva & Stef 143. See ya

lata SHS.

Never 4gct times w/ AL AM NK EH KM
KCJDSWKSLMBB. The boys JO APBBU
AM JC SS BR RG PT RR MD MZ RDJSJI

RMPMRMJG PQ. Alexis thanks 4 always
being there. 1436 BFF. Summer of '99 w/»

Koolkids. Halloween'98 Angcs car Egg|

canal w/NK JL EH BB. Kerri it's so hot inn

here. Eggin w/ KM NK Pete 133 KP'l w/»

KM What happened? Never 4gct 5-3 LMt
thanks 4 the pic. Camp w/ JO AP KM. SoV

good Johnny thanks 4 everything. JO AW
How's the camel toe? Laconia 2000 w/ JfJ(

AP Sully Springer Newyears '00. Acct. w/»

BB KS, Softball circle. Hi Josh, JR thanks*

the roll senior & junior prom '00 Capecotb
'00 Mr. Keddy thanks 4 all the advice Tof

my family-Brit u r crazy 1436. Bva& Stele

143 be good. Mom & Dad thanks 4 alwaysy

being there & 4 all the help & support. Bye*

SHS thanks 4 the memories.

Brittany Barbanti Natalie Barbanti

It's the end of the road, off to a new start.

Time flew! I'm proud to say I was different.

I went through high school without partying

and getting into a lot of trouble. Mom and

Dad. thank you for all you've given to me,

and for all you have done forme. I love you.

AlyssaandEriku, Keepdoing well in school,

143. I also want to thank my friends for

helping me have a good time and for being

there when I needed them. "MAM" for life

!

Matt and Marc you are the best two friends

I could ask for. Toni. I'll never forget all the

good times we' ve had. Liz, who knew we'd

be good friends, you're awesome! Tara -

good luck with everything. I won't forget

lunch with: ML & JB. "Who?" "Do you

think MH is pretty...?" JS, KT, TB, ZM, JB,

MD. KG. MA.JB.CM. I've come to know
all of you over the years, thanks for being

part of my life. "Let it Happen" - MXPX.
Good luck graduating seniors.

R. Adam Barras Joanne Battista

To my friends DC MF DG DB TA BC MD
SC Thank you so much for being there for

me the last 4 yrs 1 43224. Gravitron w*Tiz*

4085 w/ TA & JC It's dookie time Don't

forget Ewing BR I let the dogs out Go Kenya

my bell pimpin @ the beach w/ Fat grls &
Gina. Chillin w/ Ducey Pimpin the Impala

w/ML My bestest friend 143 Barbs MS I'll

never 4get u. Don't step on my kiks Dustin

Thanks 4 all the advice DG scrunchy!

Flexyballs MB -I love you TLC. W/MF 1 43

mom thanxs for believing in me & making

me believe in myself. Thanx to my family 4

just being cool "Jimmy" Rini Dan & Craig

143 guys Kings Grant my bell the red lights

r pretty ! Freshman yr w/ CC fun w/ the Lynn

boys Trips to Boston & everything in be-

tween! I'm glad its over but I had fun! 143

To all my friends thanks for everything,

don' t know what I would have done w/o yon>

guys. We have had so many great timen

together and I hope we have many more"

Shell, ten years I can't believe it! D, than!"

you so much for all your advice. You girl

are the best friends I could ever ask for. Mill

DG MA SM AJ KH JB NG MA AN KM Jl

I

TM AD AB KK AM EP KT KB SB AA
will miss you all. MJ thanks for being reali

Dana I love you so much. Thank you forali ;

the wonderful things you do. Mom am

Dad, I know I don't tell you enough but

love you both with all my heart. Thanks fo

believing in me. Diana, you're an awesom

I

sister. I love you. Nana and Gramps,

couldn't ask for better. AC US RB you're*
!

special to me.

Meredith Beaudet Jennifer Beaupre



'. never forget the times I've had here,

hting MacDonald with AW, Flaherty

ience class, can't forget the cafe with AW,

3, BG. BD, AD, AZ. Thank you to my
mily for helping me when I needed it the

ost. But I will never forget the times with

reg and Daigle. You guys are the best and

rill alw ays be there for you. I won't forget

W2K with all of the boys. Always remem-

r times with KK, EP, EM, LaX in the

mmer with BG and AD. (Socks)! BPyou

ean the world to me I Love You! Gym
ckey will always be a good memory of

ine. State championship and 3 N.E.C.

ties. LaX Independent League champs,

lese will be the years that I will miss the

ost. "But of all the things I lost, I miss my
ind the most."

\nd I'll be back round again, yes I'll walk

time with you old friend, and we'll find

;at place that we had danced in so long

l;o"-DMB Ashie - I can't imagine my

I e w/o you. I love you tons! Jenn - thanks

! r being my best friend! You mean the

, orld to me. bri - we've come a long way,

, ih? Maybe it's because, "the smile on

|
>urface..." Danielle -I'll never forget the

emories - call me if you need an analogy

!

' 3 all the Vine St. boys - 1 love you! To all

i y friends - thanks for the good times -I'll

j iss you and I love you! Mom- Dad- Lexi-

id the rest of my family - thank you for

erything! Mikey, I miss you and I love

3U (duckyman). Finally, to the class of

' K)l - Good Luck! So, I guess this is

aodbye.

Randy Belcher

"I am glad that I did it, partly because it was

well worth it & chiefly because I shall never

have to do it again" - Mark Twain - Mom &
Dad words cannot express how much you

mean to me. Your guidance & love is amaz-

ing. I love you both. Liney - my best friend

u mean the world to me. I love you. Lexi -

"what is she wearing?" Always the best

fashion sense. All my love. Bri, Chris, Tim,

Dave, Vine St. will always be our "real

home". Never forget the memories. Jenn -

1

can always count on u. Our friendship will

live on forever. Dani - thanx for all your

advice. Good Luck! I Love you both. Nana,

Gram, Grampa thank you for always having

an open door. I cherish our times together.

Mikey & Matt I will never forget you. Mrs.

Sullivan a big thanks to u. Class of 2001 it's

been...

I will always remember the times at SHS. I

will remember the friends from "00" MC &
JR. I will remember JS, KT. EP, GS. JL,

AW, AZ, NG. I love you guys. I love the

DB's. MH, Never forget English with AM,
BR and the ugly ones. JL you are hot I love

you. Never forget the time with SHS girls

soccer LC, HP, SM, KS, CG, CC, MR, KT,

EC, KD, AL, JC, KF, CC, CR. and JM. I'll

miss you all. Never forget studies with KH.

I want to thank my Mom and Dad for putting

up with me all the time and carting me
around everywhere. I love my babies Mindy,

Lauren, and B. I also want to thank NaNa
and Papa you are the greatest. I also want to

let my favorite Aunt Erika know that I love

her and it's been great spending time 2-

gether. I love all my family.

Ashley Berry

Lindsey Berry Tara Bianchi

I hank you Mom, Dad. and Nana for always

>eing there for me. I don't know where I'd

>e without you Thank you Papa. I love you.

To Bobby and all my little cousins, good

uck in school and make the most of it.

Maria & Shelly I love you guys, you are the

©est. I hope we stay friends forever. Matt

you mean so much to me, I love you. KB &
ML. I'll never forget all the crazy concerts!

AM, KG, KR. AA. AO. AS, BM. SB, AB.

AJ, DG, JB, MJ. AB, CN, HT. I ll never

forget all the fun times we've had.

"Always be first rate version of yourself

instead of a second rate version of some-

body else." -Judy Garland. Thank you

Daddy. Sharon. Mom. Tootsie Roll, Greggy

& Ritcic for always being there. I love you

to the moon and back. Bethy. you're the best

friend I ever could have wished for " What

lies before you and what lies beneath you

are tiny matters of what lies w ithin you." To
all my girls: Never forget the good times!

Keep in touch next year! Thank you to my
teachers, who have guided me throughout

the years. Thanks to Tiniho the Tempo for

getting me where I need to go Congrats and

good luck to the class of '01' Never stop

smiling AMOR VINCIT OMNIA (love

conquers all) WE MADE IT

Jennifer Blanchard Sherilyn Bogdan

2S



I will always remember : the hills,

watertower, city of lites. 1 stop, NS monkey

bar flip & CG homerun dive, parties @ my
house, sneaking out w/ NS, New Years in

Maine. Scooter, jump the barrel split, late

nite butt talks w/ NS, Partying w/ Cheryl &
friends, partying w/ LM JJ KL MG JP DJ CI

& RR. Lynch Late Nites. Good X' sup camp
w/ Strout's. Memories- greenwood sign,

Wulamut rocks, bridge. Backwash, Sculp-

tured rocks, Party boat, & BS lie. Fun X's

tenting @ Newfound, especially Labor day

w/ PW NS & EL. In school BR butts w/ KF
&LF. Nicoleuratrue best friend, 143. The

Strout's, thanx for the love & support. Cheryl

u r my favorite sister, 143. Joe, u r an

inspiration, 143. Lastly, Mom, great job

143.

Stephanie Bondi

To all my friends, I'll miss you! These last

four years with : KL, JL, SW, KM< SC, PG,

LT, DG, DB, BB and NB have been great.

Good luck to all of you, don't ever forget the

stalling car, weekends in NH, tipper, lets get

him, andtifreeze, Friday at 11, halloween

99, summer 97, Fuddruckers, Wakefield

lake, FL with John, New Years '00'
, Friday

night babysitting. John words can't explain

how much I LOVE YOU! Thanks for al-

ways being here for me ! We shared so many

memories alread and som uch more to come.

To my family, thanks for putting up with

me! Shannon, Tommy and Mark, thanks for

everthing. R.I.P BBT and KG, we will all

miss you. Mom thanks for everthing! I

could have not done it without you ! Goodbye

class of 2001! I'll miss you all! Bye SHS.

Melissa Boudreau

Kimberly Boyle

I guess it's finally over. I'll miss everyone

so much and I wish you all the best of luck

in the world. Michelle, good luck next year

without us. I know you'll be fine. Have fun

in San Diego. We'll always keep in touch.

Ash/Jigga/spunky monkey, I'll miss all the

awesome times we've had together. You
crack me up. I love ya! I'll miss all my
friends: ML, AM, JB, MA, JB, JB, BM, HT,

KG. AA. AO. AS, BM, MJ, KR, JG and

anyone I forgot. I love you guys. Thanks

mom and dad for putting up with me. "We
entered confused and lost. We left even

more confused and lost, but with the deter-

mination to find something better and never

look back." Good-bye Saugus High.



I Z my family. I couldn't have done it w/out

I l Love You - 2 Mrs. Skahan u have done

lo much 4 me and I thank u 4 that - I'll never

jiget the class and what I learned there -

Lever 4get x's w/ JM. LM. DM, BB. MW.
;W. KL, RD, SD. JP. JJ, MB. RM. thanks 4

he memories. I can't put into words & the

's I do - Alwayz memba Rainy dayz w/

BB, I got a resolution - summa dayz w/ LM.

leepin at DM. 1M. UP! - Nites w/MW -my
>aby Shane - Matty B'—To Jake, I will

lways have a place in my heart 4 you, I

Love You forever—It seems it's over but

mly the beginning. Good Luck - Bye SHS.

Well guys it's all said and done. I can't

believe how fast the last 4 years have gone

by. I just want to say thanks to all the people

who have stuck by me (MZ, BI, AB, PW,
MC, JG, AM, KB, KK, CC, JM, AD, and

JV.) Of course I want to thank my family,

especially my mother for all she's done

throughout the past seventeen yrs, and the

G2G crew (you've all been great friends the

past year). Can't forget the AWF guys and

everyone else good luck. It's been real, it's

been fun, it hasn't been real fun (just kid-

ding.) Peace out ya'U! -JB 01

Courtney Bridges James Brown

These past 4 years have been more memo-

able than any in my life. They were filled

vith good X's. with great friends. Thanx a

ot. I'll always remember you guys. BMX
n the snow + stabbing crabs w/ CY, motor-

rycles w/ JL, MV w/ CY, MG, KD, CI, NC
[*- BG Suntaug. pool V-ball w/ Gernigs.

Summer '00 being w/ KD. busrides w/

l.occer team '00 playing Lacrosse, talking

lv/ Christine, work w/ JK + BD. hitting

I elephone poles w/ Cobra Neub's class,

i ;tudying w/ JA, CI + KD. Chasin cops w/

I \W. JA's party 9 1* grade "the owls" makin

I iongs, Joe thanx 4 the laughs. I neva would

! lave made it w/ out them. Good luck to my
l:lose friends, stay close. Andrea and Val

ham 4 all your advice. I look up to you

I
more than u know. Mom + Dad - I never

'would've got here w/ out you. I hope I

'made you proud. I Love You!

Always remember the best 4 years of my
life. Thanks to PG JM HP JM Fab 5 143

BFF always & forever Thanks to Cookie for

keeping me smiling 143 3Company! Good
x w/JB LT KE DJ KD JD MQ AD MO AZ
BE PD SG Neva 4get camping 00 @WL
Friendlys LMNF w/JM WWR 98 Parties

@PG & BE Blink 00 mosh pit drivthrus w/

PG the Fridge w/JW Creed 00 Sunday nite

crew JS w/JM Thanx 2 the FH team rm34

Beekers stitches "hey JM&HP look @this"

AP Prom w/JB JM KD mall incidents w/AC
JM talks w/PG wed nite chats CRB w/JP

Pepsi S&S lot w/ Pag Thanks to mom dad

and Sarah for your support. Love you

allways! Good luck to the class of 2001 It's

been fun "Don't cry because it's over, smile

cause it happened."

Michael Buckley Colleen Burke

Well it's all over. Thank God. First, I would

like to thank my Mom. Dad, and Brother for

helping me through these past four years,

so...Thanks. Now to all my boys that I'll

never forget: Kent, Lenny. PEZELL. Daigle.

Big Al, D'eon, Belch, Jim B.. Gallo, Zollo,

Rich. Zach, and Joey JoJo Junior Shabadoo

(Simpsons 4-evcr). I'll never forget the two

Scavenger Hunts 2000, Halloween 2K . and

the AWF with my boys. Also, I'll always

remember my Junior year, especially Bruno

and Bon's class. Well the past 4 years have

been a blast, but it's time logo, so I just want

to say good-bye and good luck to the class

of 2001, and the rest of SHS. ..and I'm

out—Capps '01

First of all I never could have made it through

these last four years without my friends. CB
AZ PS RD JM JG JP+RR. The WCE- At JL

CY SM JW+PM. We had some good times.

My cousins MC+AC love you guys RI.+MI)

you girls are the best. Angelo + Chris don't

forget running kids over and our double

keg! Smitty Berrini + Zammil RUN TRAIN!
LaBclla don't forget cruising around + pick-

ing up girls w ith me I couldn't of asked for

more from any of my friends Thanks to my
relatives lor all the support RIP Nonno To

my sister Melissa, my mother, my father I

love you and thanx for everything Im out

lata SHS it's been real

Michael Capachietti Mario Cardia
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Nicholas Carr

All I gutz to say is. One Time I went grocery

shopping and I bought 5 oranges, 2 bananas

3 limes, wait 2 limes, no, 3 well anyway

when me and my grandmother went up to

the register this lady with brown hair gold

loop earrings and black pants said this line

is now closed. So me and my grandmother

had to go and find a new line to wait in but

every other line was so long and we only had

a little while till we had to pick my sister up

from her friends house well anyway we
found a new line to wait in and we bought all

the fruit we picked up my sister and you

won't believe what happened. The story

goes on but the paper does not. Good luck

to everyone

Wow I can't believe it's all over! I have ion

many memories. Danielle you're like myi

sister. I luv ya! I'll never forget the road, I

summa of '97, JM + JM. The ectoplasm n

incident w/Marissa + the Navy boys. Funn

girls w/Michelle. Hey who let the dogs out? r

Late nights w/Kcri - this bagel is perfectly I'

toasted. Thanks for helping me through, h

Super man w/DG, MD, MF, BFF! 1018- -

Nelly /DG, MD, DC, MF, MB, TA, what a i

nite! To my boys DR. BC, PC, BC, KF. SC,"

we've had some great times - the biggest \

party ever, Boston, Prom, Stealing chairs, I

love U thanks 4 everything, you're the best. I

Jason thanks for sticking by me I love ya. i

To all my friends + family I love you >i

THANKS for everything. Bye SHS it's i

been fun!

Stephanie Carter

Friends are hard to find, difficult to leave,

and impossible to forget. I will always re-

member x's w/DJ, JH, AH, KM, GC, PG,

CB, HP, and JM, Per. 2 trips to dunks w/

Kathy , you luv big "00"'s! Neva gonna

forget road trips with Andrea, NH and Pick-

ing up convicts ! Mrs. Guerette' s sophomore

year with Jackie and Kym. To the soccer

team 143. Talks w/JH, SC, PG, in chem.

Danielle you've been there through it all:

VT trips, your b-day party, the gym, "DI",

car accident. Jihan, my partner in crime,

remember sec.43, Melrose, trips to Boston,

Locker Room incident, Florida 00. Jr. Prom,

parties @ DJ, HP, PG, GC, etc. Mom and

dad, thanx 4 everything, I love you! Mike

stay outta trouble! Kati sisters r foreva and

I'm so glad your mine, luv ya lots! DJ, JH,

and EC BFFL thanx 4 always being there!

Bye SHS.

Thinking back over the past years @ SHS, I

will never forget waiting at the corner of i

Cleveland and Jefferson seeing the red regal

pass, Bono's pesce like tactics in geometry
|

N.C.'s escort stories in HR., pimped

chevettes in web master, my blue vette, all I

the hard work, and my unmatched skill at n

golf tryouts. It has been a memorable four I

years but I'm excited to move on and wish!

everyone future Good Luck.

Erin Casoli Sean Cecere

Kristal Cerbone

First I want to thank my parents & Tarn for

all of their help & support. Bridge, thanx for

everything xo. Mikeg-luck @ SHS. Always

remember X's w/ EH LT SW KM JL JD NB
BB NK KF DM KS. My boys- BR RG SS JC

PM AM JMP JS JM RM -143 guys.

Remember... V-nites & sleepovers w/ EH
RS MP. Fork, you do it yet?, parties @ RL
& MP, Nin's pics, EH NK..summer of '99

what happened?, Z-nites in the benz, Phat

Free Books, Ez Curry 2am "we won't., we
did" 1" shotgun @ 6's w/ EH. A bun is

bread KF KS DM. Loon - Jr prom '00.

CO'sw/KF387. 1" roll KFEH DM JD. Rt.

66 w/ BB. Jacuzzi @ LT's. Cheering w/SW
it wasn't so bad afterall. Ez, never forget the

fun X's-BFF,The accident, Beep-Beep. Ry

thanx for helping me through everything &
always being there 143 6-13-00 xoxo . See

yaSHS.

Corey Chandler
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•ally it's here, the day I've been waiting

| since I started at SHS, graduation. I

rcmber my first day when Jeff Dunn told

s that the indoor swimming pool was past

e bridge in another building. I will always

member the good times I had with my
ends. Jed. Reczik, Greg. Charlie. Sanatian,

igro, Bernard. Dom, and Trevor. Angro

ways remember Tibbs class, Capps wit

int. Christie. Allen, and all the people who

ade me laugh. I would like to say thank

u to Bontempo. Downing, and Flaherty

r being not only great teachers, but good

ends. I'mgoin' to miss everyone. Thanks

r a great four years.

.ret off. I would like to thank my parents

i
r always being there for me, and helping

: : through everything. I Love You guys. I

I II always remember times with MQ, AL.

1
3, AT. PM. JD, JB. making pancakes with

|Q, wiffleball, backyard football, college

;ruits. "clutch", going to girls soccer

mes, Fred, salt & coke parties. Towgz

lgh, Top 96. hanging out with peahead,

iving around, playing baseball year round,

king to my chocolate munchkin every

ght. I will miss all of you, thanks for the

mories.

Michael Chesna

Champ will never forget all the fun times w/

AM SS RG PM BR KM KC EH SW JD NB
CY, The has beens. All the hockey players

& every 1 else I forgot. I'll neva 4 get drive

by's & stops at 20.5 w/ Maggs. P.B w/ my
boys. Phantom 5. Saggin on the run. Jr.Prom,

Loon MT. All nighters & Messed up

Wednesdays w/PM. Summerof "44". France

in 98. Victor Night w/ AM. Summer of 99.

Winning the States and all the fun times I

had here at S.H.S. To Mr. Bernard and

Coach Quinlin - Thank you for everything

you have done for me. To my family -

Thanks for everything. I couldn't of done it

without you guys. C-ME lata S.H.S, I'm

bouncing like several.

Daniel Churchill

Scott Chisholm

hought this day would never come. I have

thieved all that I can here at SHS + now
m ready for the real world. CI, BG, JA.

D, MO, I love you guys! Thanks for every

-

ing! Great memories...Neubs class w/ JA.

I, KD, MB, AM, DC, CY. Shopping w/

/, partying w/ the "usual" handshakes w/

rew, the "route", the "boot club", fun

mes w/ MB + CC. RZ + EF, BD + SH, DA
MS, peer leaders w/ Maruzzi, DMB con-

trts w/CI (BF4 ever). Fruit H20 w/ JW +

G, senior year w/Brennan. Special thanks

• my parents without them I'd never be

ho I am today, my brother Mark who I will

ways look up to, • also Bryan who is one

f the greatest people to ever come into my
fe. I love you guys! Good luck seniors and

30dbyc!

Peace out SHS, I'm off to the 13
lh
grade. I

can't say I'm going to miss much. I can't say

there' s much to miss. I enjoyed double park-

ing and baked potatoes, but both are luxu-

ries that I can enjoy at home. I'm not carry-

ing with me memories of skipping school,

because I went to school for 4 years, and

tried for 4 years, I've remained straight

edge, and never cut class, YET my class

rank is 126. For me personally I don't plan

on seeing most of you again until our class

reunion, assuming I go But SHS isn't all

bad. its actually pretty good, it's just the

drugs and attitudes that bring it down W!!

Peace out SHS I'm off to life

-Will

Nicole Citro William Condon
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I will never forget Ihe good limes (hat I've

had at SHS with MF, MB. DB. DG, SC, and

TA. 10*8*00 Boston with Nelly, MF, DG,
SC, MD. You gotta show us some. Having

a good time with "SP". MF, DG. All that

time and all 1 got was a Gatoraid Frost

Bottle? Stalking Games with MF "Ran-

dom" Stoneham Drives. What's all over

Cynthia's floor? Thanks Michelle Summer
of "00" What fries? We just bought drinks.

Times in the garage. I don't have a phone

I'mAmishMF. Hey grab that flag! To all

of my friends thank you for being there for

me. To Dustin I Love You 8*17*00 I'll

never forget that day. Mom, Dad, Tony I

love you Thank you for everything that you

have done for me

Good-bye SHS! I will always mcmha theli

times w/DS, SO, JW, JA, KS. JP, RG. MC.i

AC, Georgia, JF. I want to thank Joan 4

being there 4 me. I will mcmba girls BR, Mai
Boland's class w/JP Jr. year, and I want to

i

thank my ma 4 pushing me 2 the end. I wanli

to say good-bye to all the people 1 neva got

2 know thru the years and thank you for*

letting me realize I neva wanted to acknowl-t

edge u. I will miss my daughter, my 5 pe^

computer concepts class bye MK, DR. NM.v

AG, KH. Donny's house every weekend*

Go get it lycos, u go in the closet Sarah.

i

Jarred + Canadian-oh god! Ds home 101

grade, I love u Bob + Cindy Sorry about then

cheese. I'mgone-GOODBYE! OhZORROti
your princess will be back.

Dina Cook Danielle Coppola

ToCC, CG, MK, + KA thanks for all the fun

times I Love You guys. To SS thanks for

always being there for me, you mean so

much to me I Love You. To Mom Dad and

Jack thank you for supporting me in every-

thing I do and always being there for me 1

Love You. To my soccer girls thanks for

making this season so great never forget all

the laughs we had. To my bio girls I'm

going to miss our treats. CC + KA don't

forget our random adventures. CG thanks

for being my twin. CC don't forget our trips

to Britain + I'll miss you but... "Jrs" with

CC + EM. Singing w/KA + CC. Thanks to

the Dunks girls for making work so much
fun. Thanks to everyone who has made
these past 4 years so great.

Believe in God and in yourself.

Caitlin Courtney William Cryer

Corey Cunningham
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I want to say thanks to my mom for support-

ing me in everything I do I love you so

much. Thanks to Brian, Tom, and Melissa

for always being there. To Candi + Kat I

love you both thanks for being the sisters I

never had. I will always remember fun

times with KA, MK, CC, CG, KD, CI, EM,
+ LB. Kimmy you will always be my twin

never forget our weirdness luv ya. Mar,

where would I be without my cousin Thanks

for everything u r the best. Cail C-we still

have tons of time for fun. Cait G thanks for

the fun times. I'm gonna miss you KD + CI

never forget JR year I miss u two. Erin I've

known you forever. Thanks for listening.

To everyone who was always there I love

you and appreciate it. Good Luck next

year!!!

Mary Kate Cunningham

It's finally over! I will remember the goo<'>

times and the bad, 4 they have made m<n

stronger. Jen, thanks for making me laugh'i

I will miss u. Corey, you're the best cousir

and friend I could ask 4, thanks. Kim, wt>

are no longer friends but really sisters,

hope to live 10 houses away again some day

Tennis gals, good luck, I luv you! Sleepove

I

2000, s-dinners, Fuds, we had fun. Bio gals

1 hope someone always brings you treats ii

college. Cait thanks for the advice and th<

fun. Dots, but SGBA? I can't forget you
»

|

EM, CG, LB, AG, KD, D+TL. you'll be in

my memories. France '98, Ireland 2001

soph color day, Aruba 2000, Mr. A's las

bus ride were my fav memories. Thanks ;
|

my family, especially Ma, what am I goinj

2 do w/o u next year? Bri, I have missed yol

so much, but save me a place, cuz I'm on m;

way!



To all my favorite teachers. Mr. Bruno,

you're the man. (have fun on the new hog).

Mr. Bliss wish you were here for all four

years. Mrs. Yagjian you're the best teacher

I have ever had. Everyone else thanks, see

ya later. To all my friends its been real. I'll

see everyone around in the future. I'll be

thinking of everyone while I'm sitting on

the beach in Florida. I wish I could say it's

been fun. To everyone of the class of 2001

Congrats but see ya

Michelle D'Angelo James D'Avella

Who would have thought I wold make it out

alive. These four years have been an expe-

rience that I will never forget. I would like

to thank my Mother. Father, and other fam-

ily members, who have been there for me,

helping me along the way. And my friends,

who w ithout them high school would have

been a lot of work and no fun. Destruction

with Nick and Bryan. Scavenger Hunt 2K.

Halloween 2K. MV with Nick and Bryan.

Good times spent with the LaX team (Socks).

Time spent with Meg. Dots. Jennella. Erin.

Nick. Bryan. Pezell. Belch. Capps. and Dean,

you will always be remembered. These

years will be the part of my life that I w ill

always miss. "But of all the things I lost. I

miss my mind the most."

Brian D'Eon Anthony Daigle

I w ant to start by saying Thanx Mom.Thanx
Cheryl. To my friends -143. To the summa
99 crew 133. JS- Thanks for driving. Bud

mud at Spuds. Spuds is theshhh... ncva4get

driving in the bird. X's at I'rankers. parties

at Julies. the shower incident, all [lighten at

motel 6- are we all geeks tonight ' BW, sorry

lor making you walk, no I. just friends. 12

24 w/ JL, BBC w/ KL. BW -oh man Charlie!

Check the third stall, crash and burn DM
sorry about the chicken lingers. DO- get

hack on the couch. KS all (hose excuses.

Joe- Thanks lor everything. K(i Thanks

for always being there, SW -you're like a

sister lo me DAN - 143- 4* 16*00. BW.SW
-143-77. It's been lun Saugus High.

Kathryn Danah) TilTain l)aiv\
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First of all I would like to thank my parents

for all their support. I love you both. I'll

never forget the fun times with my girls SW
NK KS NB KC BB BB KM EH DM LT 143.

Case cracker 4ever GG AS. Jr Prom night

SW RZ RM NK. Taco parties with EH NK.
All the late nights with Raph. Van & CH
parties. Shay want to go for a ride? Lynn

woods with SW JD AH. Parties at my house,

Halloween of 98 KF KS E. New York with

SW, TRL. "It's gonna be a boy" -KM &
SW. First roll with KC DM KF EH. To my
boys RG JC SS TG AM BR RM FM JS PE
PQ -143. Raphael thank you for always

staying by my side through everything. I'll

never forget 7/26/97. You're the best, I love

you always. Thanks for all the memories.

Love ya! Bye!

First I want to thank my mom for putting I
with me over the years. To Kev thank u 1

1

being a dad to me I love u for it. Next tot |

Shiner family 143 all u guys u r like a i'

family. And now to the boys to SS you'ol

like a brother to me and to JS u r like anotr'ti

brother thanx u guys. To JJ where the ladili

at? To JP she's a good looking girl. To 1"

ooway. To RR Yo quiero Taco Bell, To .i

]

where the Danvcrs kids at? To DS u Hookk

Now to the ladies- To RD 143224 JR prcri

knockouts, To AS u r my baby 143, ToM
mercedes 143, Tomy Angel 143, To DGrii

Hilltop girl 143, To my HCHS LM SW H.

143. Now to SS do u smell fish. To JPtl

pimpin. To LF bombsl43, To Evan, Megp
143. BSC 4ever RIP Ashton. Well lib

SHS.

Jamie DeCotis Shane Dellus

Good Bye SHS, thank you for the memo-
ries, goodbye to all my friends. I would like

to thank you all and good luck to ya. Espe-

cially: AW MQ DC BW KL DP SS and all

of my closest friends. And to all of you on

the SHS football team it was a great ride, I

will never forget you: NP PQ PE BR RG GE
MR MP KS MC JF JT AZ NG AM TS LS -

thanks. Most importantly, I would like to

thank my Mom & Dad. You guys have

always been there 143. Jim you're the best

anything anyone could ask, thank you. Lastly

Jen 1432224. C-ya Later SHS!!!

It's hard to face the fact that this is over. TIT;

past 4 years have changed me for the betttti

To my mom & dad 143 thanks for even

thing. To my sisters thanks 4 your suppo

"

To all my friends I love u guys with all n n

heart. Kay Rae I miss your misfit fingai

Aimee how can you forget Halloween

Jennella aka Christina Aguliera! Carla I

Rita you're leaving me 4 Italy! What's I
with that? Kathy since 5

lh grade RU sick 1

1

me yet? Kerri stay away from the little oneii

Jackie wanna go to RI? No! A Moorert

missed u this year. Maria what is on tW
keychain? LOL To DG AD PD LT ET

I

and to anyone I forgot I still love u guys. 1

1

my classmates of 2001 I wish you all I
best of luck! See yaSHS! Bye Bye Bye!-'

Dana DeMiles Angela DeSisto

To all those who always had my back (>;>

know who you all are) I Love You. #1

LoveU" To my mother, who always trier, it

understand me and helped me do right,

matter how wrong or how bad I was.

alwayz cared for me and now I know h I

important having a mother like U is. To 1

1

older sister who never made sense to mm
Love U. And to my HI' sister, keep doi

what your doing and success later, luv

My grandmother, thanx for taking care of I

3 sisters, back home, I Love You! I Lc

>

You's to my Clique, A.D. F.C. N Jay. Th<

who aren't in this lil note, I didn't forge

just ran out of space. Oh yeah lastly, I h<

to say thank you to my ex who showed

a lot about how to treat your man Luv

AK!

Andrea DiPaolo Raquel Dizon
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"The future belongs to those who believe in

the beauty of their dreams." I will never

forget times w/ JD. DC, JU, AM. PC CB.

HP, JM, PE, AC, MT, FC, EB, MO, EN,

KM, PM. JK & MQ. Doeadeer w/ Jax, Oreo

M's w/ JU, MT, FC. Talks w/ AM. PG,

MKC. Drivebys, FH sleepover. busride

songs, talks in the circle, lookalikes w/ JD,

NY eve '00'
, Fla w/ JD,JM,AM,JP. Singing

in the car w/ Jules, SGBA w/ MKC, Beaver

Fever w/ HP. HG' s w/JD& JU.TDH w/JM.

My Austin Guys (esp. SA&AC), TPing w/

FH girls and many more memories. Jax-

Thanks for everything, you are the greatest

friend that I could have ever asked for. Ma
& Dad- Thank you for always believing in

me, I will make you proud, I love you! Lili,

Brian, Dano & Jackie- You guys are the

best! Thank you for everything, I love you

guys so much! Goodluck to the Class of

2001 & the rest of SHS! See ya later....

Jaclyn Doherty Katie Doherty

HaHa! It's finally over! It has been an

intersting 4 years. SHS wrestling - I Love

You Guys. The real powerpuff girls are

right here. B-Rides in the rustang. Prices

Flophouse, Go Kenya! It's OK Tiz we're

cool on the weekdays the unforgetable ecto-

plasm incident w/Fanny Cahtaah! I luv my
girlies SC. TA, DG, MF, CP. Hop in my
Hoopty LB! JA don't cheat in my college!

Barbara Mary, I Luv Ya but wish you were

here to flash'em @ stackpole Grad. Day.

Mom and Dad Thanx 4 loving me the way I

am. I needed you more than you know. As 4

SHS. this is being censored so I really can't

say much. GOD I'M GLAD I'M OUTTA
HERE!!! To the class of 2001 we're finally

done! "Don't be scared!"

Raymond Domey Marissa Drinkwater

"Well I guess this is growing up" 2 the

girlies too many memories, so little time.

ET "we will survive" your ride best trip!

Near death 5-29-00. u look good in what-

ever u wear esp. the sweater w/ balls! AL.

my fellow trooper, u nasty and so r your

hipchex "it's purple", LT, my math buddy,

so many concert memories! AD. u will al-

ways be my HP! JP. ur the gullible I ! MO ur

a MEEK! JV. no more xing high ways! CB.

"Bell rang" Dance pal. break a leg! NN. our

summas have been the ultimate. UG. AK.
soakin it up at Cranes. Kris, my Lil-Big sis.

thanx 4 the giggles. Kurt. I will always look

up 2 u. hut gel the pari) in June Glcndawg.

the best bro in-law eva. Mom thanx 4 chats.

Dad. keep turning the beat around. Thanx 4

the support and (iuidencc - I Luv U All!

David Duncan Kaitlyn Erickson



Thanks to my tarn, chillcn w/ Randy RJ

Amo RE AD MC AZ BG DD NP PE Kym
BD JV SF JF CF Matty R Costa JT MW JL

Rodz NG JK MG BR PQ AM RG DP w/ JF

DA w/ AM JB AWF My cousin Danny

Sachem Ftbl 2K HW2K Scavngrhunts Dunks

@ 4 Florida2K Limp Concert w/ MD the

Austin Prep boys: RJ Amo JA MD BC
Camping trips w/ fam Allen and cash money

apple incident w/ RJ EZ Amo lil Guido

summer w/ Sheri Shan Steph Sr " Baskal"

Tank Jiffy Mart. I will never forget my dead

relatives 143 R.I. P. Mom Dad Stepdad

Stepmom 143 thanx 4 everything To my
boys I will never forget: #' s 23 39 9 4 1 8 55

50! 33 12 11 54 59 5251 75 1325 14 1672
77 10 44 To everyone else along the way...

Check yaon the flip side LOL! 564ever!! -

PEZELL

SELF DESTRUCTION MECHANIC
WILL BEGIN IN 60 SECONDS...HM
Hey! It's finally all over! I'd like tog J

some shouts to MR, JT, GE, DD, PE, 11

JP, AZ, JL. RG. BR, AM, NG. NP, MR.l j

EM. I love you all. I'll never forget funvd

Stix at lunch. SHS Sachem Football ( A

baby! Fun in the dungeon. Parties at II

house. Adventures in Melrose, Wrestling

Danny Disco, goin to the hockey gamesn
startin chants, hanging out in my backy

for some odd reason, causing all aroi

mischief, and yes I am smarter than yc

prefer the term naturally bright. ..Uh oh

time is almost up. Good bye. Good b

parting is such sweet sorrow. ..or }

sweet. ..SELF DESTRUCT
5. ..4. ..3.. .2...!..

Gregory Ezell Jeffrey Farren

I will never forget all my friends at SHS JK

AL CM JP DM JW ML KG JG TG sopho-

more and junior year. Two headed chang

Hineys groove juice. My parents for all the

support and love that they've given me. My
brothers and sisters Chemistry 7"' per jun-

ior. My deodorant who hasn't failed me
yet!! Oasis, Ramones, Sex Pistols. The

lunch table "cats". My hand made electric

guitar. Church concert Feb. 1999 The best

show! Lunch card "Blondie" , All the funny

memories. Simpsons McLoughlin Brown

hate Dave Matthews Acquiesce Tiz's hair I

still don't have a target T-shirt Keithe Moon
Bon Jovi Concert He loves DD I just wish

this could go on forever.

These past 4 yrs at SHS have gone by solid

Thank you to all of my friends for

memories we have made together. My gu

DG SC MD TA DC MB + DB. Timesi

Boston Sunday nights w/ DG. Fun girls I

!

Whats all over the floor - DC. Breaking i i

peoples houses w/Meri Breaking into Mee
house Go Kenya. Papa Chef 10/8 Nelly *

DG MD DC Stealing games. It didn't I
before DG. Mom Dad + Kristen thanks 44

you have done 4 me. I don't tell any of
)

;

this often enough but I love you. DC DG I

MB MD TA DB I'll always treasure the;

]

of friendship each of you has given to 1 1

Thanks 4 making these 4 years great

cause these are the times we are goings

look back on.

Fabrizio Federico Michelle Ferraro

I can't believe 4 yrs. have gone by already

never forgetting times spent w/RZ, AG, JJ,

DK, JT summer of "99"Laughing at Jen w/

Drew and Renee Random Rides at night w/

RZ, DK, AG, JJ, KB "artistic" ability

Nooooo Junior Year history class w/ SP,

MD, NH, JD Are those Potato chips? I will

miss all the great times spent w/ friends &
family thanks I love you all.

Elizabeth Forte

First I want to thank my parents + Jon i

always being there for me - 1 love you. 1

1

girls - AS, GG, DM - NE Girls44, JA .

NK BB KC EH KS JD DG SW LT KM-
can chill. My boys - JMP JM JS RM T((

143 guys. Neva forget Loon98 + Jr Pr

NC99 Halloween98 w/ JD KS E JF +
"

Pimpin, JD KC EH DM 1" Roll, BR w/

LF DG BB JB. KC-CO's, Gravity Dev

w/GGGK JA Alien, GasMask, Whirl w/

GG RH JA "I've been seeing them

whole time!" Summer99atMP's. Partie

CH, Lynnhurst, Res, Mnt, BP's MZ's, [I

rage, MyHouse. 387 w/ KC + KS, o>«

cookies w/ TG JM RM. RUES. EH so

about your rug. 6Flagsw/TG Alicia - I4<

NevaChange 477 Never4get ll

"sleepovers" Gia-13yrs! We've had a

of fun + crazy X's- 143- 477. To the resi

the Sr. class. Goodbye & Goodluck!!

Kimberly Freehling
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It's been a crazy four years & now its over.

Steph thanks for being there for me 143. The

road with SC. SS. Summa of '97 watch the

window SC. Sundays with MF, coffee frapes

at Revere Beach. I'm Armish I don't have a

phone. Weekends with MF, MD. SC. TA/
SP. The Great Escape 11-11 MD.MF.SC.
TA. Boston 10-8-00 the nelly song show us

some nips boys MF.SC, MD, MB, DC. TA.

KS- Thanks for spilling the olives. TD thanks

for listening & get back on the couch. Talks

w/ Brittany 133 143. CV I'll always remem-

ber U 143 BR with my girls Meri is it dookie

time yet. To all my girls thanks for every-

thing 143. Mr. Keddy & Joany Thanks. To
my family Thanks for all the love & support

I love u all.

Allison Gaff Danielle Gagnon

It's finally over First I would like to thank

my mom for always bein there I Love You.

To my brothers Andy and Steve and my
sister Jenn thanks for helping me out I Love

You guys. To my football pals AZ. GE, JF.

JT, DD, AM, RG, BR, MR, we had some

good times together. Going to the hockey

games and watching RB play. All the good

times with MD, JB, MA, KG, KT, we had

some fun times. All the fun times junior

year Cruising around with DP in the beast.

Scavenger hunts with DK, MC, and the rest

of the boys. Last I would like to thank my
dad, I miss you and love you always.

Bryan Gallant Nicholas Gallo

Deanna Gerardi

Well, the lime has finally come! I can't wail

to further my life and do bigger and better

things. Sec ya next year in the National

Guard Labclla. These past four years have

been fun. and I'm glad that I shared them

with my best friends. Buck. Labclla (lil

muscles). J.K. A W. and C Y I am also glad

that this year 1 had the opportunity to be-

come good friends w ith J A. I D. A W. J.G.

F.P. M C. B.D. W.C. and G E. I will always

remember the Vineyard with Buck. C.I.

K.I), B.G, N.C. and S.H. We had a good

time. I will always savor the memories I

shared with my Iriends and the lessons I

learned from them It is now lime lor us lo

open our eyes to the real world and use MD
previous knowledge to succeed in the lu

lure I will miss you all'

Michael Gernitilia
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Jennifer Giangregorio

"Live as if you'll die tomorrow, dream as if

you'll live forever." To my Mom, Dad.

Melissa, and Ralphie, thank you for every-

thing. I love you all! To the "Excellent 8",

you guys are so important to me, and I hope

we can always find time to look back. Also

to MT, thanks for being to me all these

years. To KT, MP, AB, and LG, good luck

in the future. To my other stucko and lunch

table friends. I will miss and care about you

all, too. I LOVE ALL OFYOU ! ! Next year,

we'll be on our own, and I think we're

ready. Don't forget about the times we have

shared, and I won't either, so our memories

will be together, even though we can't be.

And don't let individuality scare you, em-

brace it.

Andrew Giansiracusa

First I would like to say thank you to my
Mom and Dad. I Love you guys! To my
sister Rachel have fun and enjoy your SHS
experiences. Be safe and careful. To
Jonathan I love you and I am glad I have you

in my life. 1434 leaving w/ JW SS CV MP
JR RP to go to Burger King was fun Junior

year. Rob I had fun at the prom. Anne's

house after senior prom was fun. To Tara

you will always be delicious and loveable.

To John Viva La Cancun! Jyr Chemistry,

the fearsome foursome-JH MR JA JG-

Darrah keep Ms. Wall in line next year.

Deanne remember our talks-you couldn't

handle this. Farm-Breakheart& MP's base-

ment. To Danny I love and miss you so

much! You will always be in my heart -

BFFE. RIP MC.

Jill Gibson Caitlin Glancy

m

\

Keriann Golini

Well it's finally over. I'll never forget the

good times with MA, KR, KH, AJ, MD.
JB, AB, NG. Summer nights with the girls.

New Year's eve '97, Asbestos week '98,

Junior + senior prom '01. Random acts

with AB, MC, MV. Always remember

Mike + Buff right Alyssa! To CS we'll be

friends forever thanx for all the memories.

LOL lunch crew we made it! Thanx mom
& dad I would have never made it without

you I love you guys. Lisa - enjoy your

high school experience. Rick - hope u

fulfill ur dream. To all of my friends - I

hope we never loose touch you guys made

me who I am. You are the best friends

anyone could have*

Patricia Goodwin



j|> is Dead Long live Punk Anarchy for

j| ,i Will never stop MacDonald and

Jlderick thanks for the classes I ever

lidered worthwhile ROADKILL PUP-

"EERS will live on as the only band

ill enough guts to play my 5 day fiesta,

lor year SAUGUS HIGH the best way

escribe Teenage Wasteland 4 years of

ilted youth. Only credit I give this place

.he friends that I made here which made

I all worth its while.

Robert Kevin Goscinak

1 will never forget good times with Romo.

Maggs, Sully. Shidda, Quinna, Ciamp,

PE25.4, 5,11 (snoop), 55, 56, and the rest of

the football team. Risky biz w/Maggs. All

the inside jokes. All the party's. Shotgun the

silver bullet. All the girls. It's not my fault.

It' s genetics. Phantom 5. Ciamp' s good looks

and great breath. Chillen w/ Billy smashing

up the pimp waggon x's 2. Days Inn (HA)

Nahant, Hampton. Coach Billy's Inspira-

tional speaches. Being captain w/ 39&14.

2000 summer. A/X, Tommy Shidlows tight

2 blade fade. Quinlan always getting me in

trouble! LOON Thanks to my family: Dad
and Gina for putting up w/ me all this time.

Good luck to all. I guess this is it. I'm out of

here (hair) like Coach Lynch.

Ryan Gould

Timothy Grasso

Wow, I can't believe it's over. I never could

have done it without everyone. Mom. Dad.

Lisa, and Jimmy, I love you guys so much!

Thanks for never giving up on me. I'll never

forget staying up for hours talking to Shell,

and being grounded with her. checking out

guys w/Jackie, venting to Jen, getting ad-

vise from and giving it to Shauna. getting

into dumb arguments w/Kerri, telling

Amanda my stories during fitness walking,

my daily wakeup calls from Shell, all our

inside jokes, and the breakfast club. To the

SHSDC & Chorus, I'll never forget all the

memories. Well, we've had good times and

bad, but we made it and are closer than ever.

Good luck to everyone. I love and will miss

you all.

Danielle Greeley

art off in order... Wait there is no

I am a loser. I play too many RPGs.

Idicted to Taco Bell. I like concerts,

: n Jello. I am obsessed with Ger-

'Jenni). I laugh like a dying walrus,

to past seniors. Squiggy, Brian,

k. I love my family. I love drama and

club through all is manifestation.

\NK YOU NAN. I don't know what I

Id have done without you. Thanks to

ryonc who annoyed me, I would have

n real bored without you. Remember I

( be a loser, but I'm still am too sexxy!

I the credits . . . Reggie. Rudy, all my other

racters. If you're my friend you know
are and I don't need to write you. This

uded all the real cool teachers. When I

famous clip this out n sell it.

1

John Greene Joshua Greenstein
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First of all I'd like to thank Mr Kcddy.

Bernard, and Fabrizio 4 everything other-

wise I'd still be here. Also Mrs Mel lor

bending over backwards 4 her favc girl. To™v
all my girls JA KF AS AR DG JB Angel

Macn n end boys ave 98 rolln hard KF JA N
CON RC wsup buddy AS in woods bugn. JA
KF whirl "they've been there the whole

time" DG JB macs in Cancun geekd crazy

trip 2 NY w/ Tiz AB Joany luv ya, 6 per

chooch, w/ Carl FM hows ya flower? Summa
98 / KF JA GK grav devise all chooched up

KF"he was" as big X pumperTG alljammed

up JamieD casecracker partyz at KF wired

All my boys TG Arik RM JP JS RM JM luv

u all Carl D 143 always skipn class fres yr

Mom Jase Ron I love you Thanks 4 every-

thing! Peace out Saugus High

1st of all I want 2 thank my Mom, Dad,

Char, Jen, Tre, Dan, & my grandparents 4

always being there. 2 Sam Good Luck. 2 Mr.

Keddy Thanx 4 the help I wouldn't have

made it w/o u guys. 2 my girls- KC NK LT
KF KM NB DM JL BB JD SW-143. 2 my
boys-143 PM-143. KC- BFF all the crazy

X's 1-21-00 Jeep Jeepl43. Remember...

Curry 2am "We won't...We did". 1" time

w/ KC KF JD DM. BAP Taco Nites- NK JD.

Sleepover V-Nites w/ KC RS MP. Jr.Prom

Loon. Egg Canal W/ NK NB JL BB. Nites in

the Benz w/NK KC Summer of '99 "What

happened?" Pics of Nin Pickles w/KC NK.
1 " shotgun w/ KC@6's. PartiEs @ MP&RL.
MC PromW/ AV. "Phat Free Books"- AM.
LN Rides w/NK. X's w/ MP RS DC SS JR

ML RM RL 5 Bear & any 1 else I 4got. RS-

25 thanx 4 the help. AD-Good Luck Next

year 1 33. Thanx 4 the memories It's been a

blast! Love Ya!

Well it' s finally over! 4 years filled w/good

and bad memories at SHS. I'll never forget

the times with SM and KH. Guy problems

w/ KK. Sean always watchin me over my
shoulder. Parties w/ the crew. And times w/

the guys! " True friends walk in when the

rest of the world walks out" SM, KH, EC,

JM, KK. SW, JT, CS, AM. CM. Thank you

for always being there for me when I've

needed you guys the most! To my parents:

thank you for always believing in me! I

Love You both! Nicole, I'm going to miss

you and our sleepovers! Good luck next

year with Dad and his 1 line songs! I am out

of here for good SHS. Good Luck!

Harvey



nes last forever and never do they

/ill always remember the good times

had together thorough the last 4 years.

, MD. MH. AJ, DG, AB. I'll love you

-ever "Never let go of a dream, they

vayscome true if you believe enough"

no matter we were going through

imes or bad, I've always turned to

love and thank you for everything,

tnd Dad, I love you more than any-1

i<orld. I couldn't have done it with out

randpa, I know you're my lucky star

ky watching down on me R.I. P. -143

„uck and Best Wishes * Keep Smil-

"Just because something won't last forever

doesn't mean it won't last in a life time."

Thanks to all my real friends, you guys

mean the world to me. Esp. NC, KD, MB.
SH, BD. BD, JA, and CC. I love you always.

Never forget the good times: route 67, "study

groups", caramel frammer '00, random

drives, chem. class w/Flaherty, DMB con-

certs, inside jokes, etc. Brian: This year w/

you has been one of my best, thanks for

everything. Kathy and Sean thanks for be-

ing a part of my life. Mom and Dad: I never

could be the person I am w/out your love and

support. Tim: thanks for always looking out

for me. Jeanne: thanks for being my guard-

ian angel. I Love You all more than words

can say. Bye everyone. I will miss you and

good luck.

Kerri Hittinger Christine Imbrogno

theen a long 4 yrs. But it's finally over,

iik You Mom & Dad for all your love

support. J.B. & J.G. Tuesday nights

H'l be the same w/out our weekly pool

Is. S.H.S.D.C. I Luv All of you and will

i you guys. D.A. you are the brightest

I n the sky, I'll never forget you. T.M. all

I'e to say is I will miss you, stay strong

I va 4 get me. Nan, thank you for every-

;. Shelly you mean so much to me, I'll

I 4 get what you did 4 me on A.O.L. Stop

iiop crew [ S.M., J.H., M.P. K.M., D.G.

|(H ] We all need to get better jobs.

[Congrats to the class of 01.

Just like I said in the talent show...

;Bye, Bye, Bye.

Well, I have to say, even after all the com-

plaining, I've had lots of fun. Driving bad

w/RZ.L.F,AG, Tennis w/MK, KA, ET, JV,

EM, DK was so fun! We rule! AG, MK,
KA, MS, RZ, LF, I'll miss you the most. I

don't know what I would've done w/o you

guys. To AD: Thanks so much for always

being there for 1 2 years. To JL, NC, KS, and

RD: I'm so glad I've become such good

friends w/you guys. Summer '00 was crazy!

To GB: Thanks so much for everything. To
everyone who knows they should be in here

but isn't... I remembered, I just didn't have

the room. Lastly, thanx so much Mom &
Dad, I love you. All I have left to say is...

its been fun... "But tell me. What happens

when it stops?"

Robert Imperato Jennifer Jaynes

pile the fact that I'm thrilled to be mov-

on, I can't say I won't miss SHS. I'll

iys remember good times hangin in the

Thanks Mr. Weekly, Tennis, 1 st period

sics. The lunch table - Matt. Danielle.

Mark, Steve - Good Luck! Zuch -

jys procrastinate! Mom & Dad I love

Jessica - Thanks for making me try

ler. Thank you to anyone who has helped

ill 4 years. I'll never forget SHS.

I would like to say thanks to my family and

friends for helping me through my four

years at SHS I want to remember the good

times I had w ith all of my friends during my
high school years The place I remember

being at the most was the Garattic and then

the basement with the original crew MPWK
JR CV SD SS RP I had fun playing pool and

eating icecream w ith everyone and hanging

out in the farm and sometimes the island

during long summers with JS JP JW JG SS

AC CB DH PD JS MW We went for long

rides on our hikes and trips to Laconia and

sometimes even on hikes to the stone tower

or the cliff I had a lun lour years while it

lasted but I guess it's time to move on and

say goodbye

p *
m <

> 3i
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Circumstances change us. Through the years

they have changed me and made me. The

person I have become over past 4 years I

have realized who my TRUE friends are,

what it is to fall in love, and how to be

happy. To me. these are the most valuable

things 1 could have taken with me. Also I

will always remember 10/20/99, 12/11/99

and 1/30/00. The days I was truly happy.

John - Thank you for showing me happi-

ness. I love you. Angel. ToJD.JT, AA.MS,
DW, LL, JP, JB, AM, KJ. JH, SM thanks for

being my TRUE friends. I love you all. To

JP, LL, MS, JH, KJ, words of advice, live

life to the fullest. Make your years memo-
rable. I love you and good luck. To my
Mom. 1 love you and Thanks for all you

have done. Brian, I love you, good luck.

Michelle Jones Amanda Joseph

I'll neva 4 Get the fun X's w/ DD EC JH HP
JM PG CB LT you guys r the best. Deve

thanks 4 always bein there for me I love u

guy. LT I'm gonna miss our talks PG I luv

your bed. wanna go scuba divin Beek u no

what's open a big green thing Iil my hands!

I love it! Lunch w/ EC JM ET Red lets go to

the gym. JH neva 4 get our walks, makeup

check lesbo. EC, VT trips random drive bys.

Going to Boston DLR JH laser' pointer 1

6

lh

B-Day party my fav townie boys #22 #58.

Dev my wells beach homie u r my BFFL u

u complete me V- Day was the best 2004

right? Well you're my walnut angel I Luv ya

Colie u wanna sandwich I luv ya kid. Mom
and Dad thanxs 4 everything. Mom fav

piercing buddy. Well SHS it's been fun

peace out Dej + Dev 834 143

Danielle Justice Nicole Kavalchuk

Well its all over and done with. I would like

to thank my parents for all their support. To

all my friends who were there for me: Capps

Lenny Pezell D'Eon Allen Farren Scott

Tommy and Mike. I hope to be there for you

in the years to come. Summer of 99 w/ the

BSC: Scott, Tommy, Mike. Rich, Paul, Oafy.

RIP Ashton. I love you and I'll never

forget you. J.B.A.R.'s with the BSC, Barry

and Farren. Jamming with Lenny and the

band. Junior year, best year of high school.

Scavenger hunts with Capps, AD, RB, GE,

AZ, NG, LENNY, ZM, JK, SH, D'Eon,

Allen, the Farrens. The parties at Jeff's. It

has been short but sweet for these 4 years at

SHS. but life goes on. Peace out Saugus

High.

David Kent Kathryn Knowles



Walter Koschen Michael Koslouski

Dear Classmates, Through the good and the

bad, we have spent wonderful times to-

gether. I will rememberyou all. Even though

I am not your president, I will do everything

I can to make sure that we all stay commu-
nicated, so we will never be lost. To my
parents and family: Thank you for always

being there for me. For all of the wonderful

adults in my life -thank you so much. For all

of you who befriended me in some way, it

means more than you know to me. Don't

hesitate to call me friend, because that's

how I think of you. By the way. I hope that

I am remembered for all that I did. and that

I always tried to help others.

Sincerely, David Kushmerek

Jesse Kuhlman David Kushmerek

ears have gone by so fast. In a way I'm

d but I will miss some of my friends. I

;ht even miss a small amount of the

chers because some helped me. I want to

nk my family and friends CY. MB, AT,

PM. MC, JG, MG. JF, KL. GE, JA, TD,

SM, JW. EM. KK. EP, JC, WC, AW.
BD. KF, DM, SS. CK, JK. CB. To the

nds I missed u know who u are. To my
jsin Ashley and Mr. Maruzzi thanks for

rything. I want to thank my parents for

motorcycle and car. Even though this

h school is one to be renovated I still had

1 my last two years. Mario, I won't forget

tyear, all my friends, we had fun. Arling-

L Mike, I'll see you in the NG. Adam.
:e wheelie. Christie New Years Eve.

*ake." SHS sec you at reunion.

I wanna say thanx 2 Mr. Keddy. Mr. Volpe

and my parents. Best memories w/JLsumma
of '97, mall crew w TK Philapeter. the

italian festival the zebra room the dunes

I'm an honor student <9 SHS we were lucky!

PG playin catch on ur lawn an campin out.

Xs w nin @ the dunes Apr 17 97 w/ ur

favorite drink walkin around town an domi

nos. MB slcepin (" ur house all summa
blackstrcct don't leave X s (« BBC u MG
Oct 9 JJ LM BW SW TD JP RR LF rolls @
DR KM! TD 3

rt
stall ® Kelly's SW which

way 2 Waliham' 1 Brandy lynn town line Dec

27 mi 42 w/ MG I luv u thanx X's v.1 snoby

in the BR X's (« lower and dunes w/ the

brislow crew summa 97-99 the YMCA w
NK an xtra picks X's w/ SI) the kool kids an

people I missed SHS ends here IT. I. MISS
YOU

Jason LaBella Kristen I Anders



I don't like school but I like my friends from

school- Matt Danny Steve John Chris Matt

Jon + Jill Steve Rock My dropouts Harry Pat

Justin Kyle. All at Dunks freshman year

and the Bridge. Wreckless driving and

racing in the Z24 GTA Bonneville Intrepid

Iroc Grand prix & pimpin the 64 Impala.

Parties at the farm then wrecking out cars-

always a party somewhere July 4lh
fight.

The crew in the basement. And to everyone

1 didn't mention your still my friends I just

didn't wanna write anymore. -LATER

s " f - -
,

'
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Micheal Leary Mark Leavitt

As my time at Saugus High has come to an

end, I want to thank all my friends and

teachers for making these years fun and

memorable. To my friends, I'll miss the

stories at lunch, being in class together and

hanging out after school. One of the best

memories at Saugus High will be the hard

work and dedication of my teammate's and

myself during lacrosse season. To Gina,

Thank you for asking me to the Junior Prom.

You are the best thing that happened to me.

You made senior year the best it could ever

be. Last, but not least, I would like to thank

my family for all their love and support

throughout my years at Saugus High. With-

out all of you I would not be the person I am
today.

Marc Lecouras Ruth Leroe

The past 4 years have been a great memory.

I will always remember the good times - to

all of my friends thanks for standing by me
through everything— Erin y don't u gojump

in a lake? There' s never going to be another

u, trips to NH & CC - Kaitlyn E. It's pink,

you're a trooper, u nasty, I don't care, killer

hipchecks, Joe & Daparoach- Lisa T. we've

been through everything 2-gether, from

friendly plastic 2 prom & many more -

JennellaV we go from Everett 2 sleepovers

downstairs - Meghan O. late night phone

calls w/ shh don't tells - Jen M. car rides -

Angela D. Halloween - Jackie P. all sum-

mer - Rita M. r u hungry - goodtimes w/

ML, JM, JD, MB. MC-Mom, Dad, Amanda,

& Nonna, thanks for everything.

I love you guys!

Sayin' Gbye to SHS has finally come!

things I
s
' 2 mom & dad thanx 4 all y I

support couldn't do it w/o U. I luv u gun

2 my sister Jessica thanx 4 all your supp [i

& advice I luv u. To Jim I luv u than

being there. Neva 4 get best X's w/ KL 1

1

MB DM SW PG JM KC EH LT PM AT
j

any 1 else I luv u! EggCanal w/NB! Sum
best 1 KL MB NK! All our crazy niM

Neva 4get xphilipx! Watch out Jess s>|

Sam! PG IF nites! The best lam pout

rain ! I luv u DM RG BR Neva 4get our cr;

night! DM pick up thecig! BR isn't 2 fac

DM & me luv to go to Lynfld! D the tr.

is stuck! EH NK '98 I got food. II

waazup! Br! Me & SW incognito! NKI !

gonna miss the trips 4 a cyclone! FB

best. & 2 every 1 who made these last 4 ye

the best 1 's eva Thanx & I will miss you I

Aimee Lothrop Jenna LoVerme
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\>/&s will never forget the good times with

,9 20 14 25 54 1 1 4 5( Pizza) 56 55 33 16

"81 LCI 1 EH KM KC KF JRM SW JD

n CY and to anyone I forgot. Summer of

1 Loon MT. JR Prom, P.B everywhere w/

[the boys. Risky Biz w/ RG & JC. 40 In the

at Danvers St. GBL w/ PE25 & Nickfor.

Lt free books. JR Year Font w/ JC SS CY
FJL KM SW LT MR. Drive By's & 20.5

Champ. 22- Who was your H.S FB? To

the Football Boys-Good luck, if you

|y. To all the Has Beens-MP RS SS RL JK
|l MN JC-My B but we are still tight. To

my friends- Thanks and good luck in

(atever you do. To Mr.Bernard-Thank you

I everything. To my Parents-I wouldn't

Le been able to do it without you. Thanks,

'sta La Pasta!

"We laughed until we had to cry. and we
loved, right down to our last goodbye." I'll

never 4-get good x's w/ JH, I Love You. EC
& Big OO's in the 7*. Plagey, crusin through

Melrose, AH in PA "LLL", Sec43 w/ EC +

JH, and of course I can't forget swan. JM,

JD. SM, MV, DW in the Penn + the rest of

the boys. 10/10/99=MB I Love U 4yrs.

Later. Neubs w/ S, L, + C. 6flags "Don't be

scared" JH. MD, MB. I'll miss SHS, thanx

2 all my teachers and friends, I can't believe

it's over. Good Luck Johnie Scrom. Thanks

Mom and also Joe for pushing me to do my
best and not to be stupid. Bye SHS!

J

Adam Magnasco Kathleen Maliawco

What's up every 1. Like every other student,

this has been a long four yrs. I'd like to thank

every 1 who has been there for me like my
family and friends. Although I may not see

u all after this. I'll never forget any of u.

Some things I'll never forget are hanging

with Marc. Danielle, Matt, Will, Jay, Bill,

Font's class, Mun's, Bon, times at friendly' s,

ice cream at McD's, mini golf, (winning

overtime), and who would forget the count-

less hours of school work? It has all been

worth it though. I'd like too especially

thank my fam and the teachers for their

support and guidance. I wouldn't be where

I am without any of u. In closing. I'd like to

wish all of my close classmates the best of

luck in the future. I'm out -PZM

||has been a great 4 years. I would like to

lank my parents for always being support-

Is. I will also always remember weekends

W AS. playing tennis w/ Smith, fun times at

feS w/ the produce crew (JT, DF, JS).

lojects w/ the studio ( Programming Day

IT) ), classes w/ Mr. Joyce ( Field Trips,

lie Simpsons, and lies ) & Mr. Bruno.

lysics w/ MH. SB, MT, & BN. "The best

yet to come."

Myron Manoogian

I'm just gonna give a big "Yo" to all of you

that know me. AR. MZ. KOS. DD. DK. and

a bunch of others. Depending on w hen you

knew me. You'd remember me as "Shaggy".

"Meekin", "The Pure Evil Anarchist", or

"Zombie". And for those nicknames I don't

remember. Good Bye. I'm always gonna

smile w hen I think of the library crew . MZ.
KOS. KJ. SH. and all the olhcrcamcos. That

was the best in-school experience And to

my girl Liss for putting up with me for the

last 3-4 years, who knows where I'd he. If

it wasn't for you I'll probably sec allot you

again sometimes. \cs I know lite isn't lair

Well Later

Peter Manoogian

Stephen Mantia Richard Maicin



It's hard to sum up 4 years of my life in a few

lines- I'd like to thank my parents for al-

ways being there forme. I'll never forget all

the fun times w/ AT JC CY EH SM JR MQ
LM DC JDJW JL KM KC AM MA LM MC.
Always remember: Summer '00 - Sean's

house w/ PI NS JC CY AT SM - The all

tighter w/ AT JC - The Junior Prom -

Wednesday morning w/ JC AT -Christie's

camp - Senior Trip to Cancun - Doing all

types of stupid things while driving around

- Hanging around with the worst crew ever!

- Making long trips to EB - Sleepover at

Edgy's w/ KM CY EH. The freshman crew

- Clifton Hills - the tents. And anything

else I forgot. I'm out!!

Peter Mattarese Richard Maynard

Erin McColgan

I'll always remember fun X's w/ all my
friends. My 3 partners-n-crime AF JF JC

143 girls thanx 4 the memories. Physio

songs w/CPAG KA JJ ByeByeBye! Summa
2000 thanx 4 the good times GE JF JL 1 43

guys, it was fun! Talks w/ MR. Sleepin

under the stars. The terrible tent experience.

Obsessing w/ El. Freshman yr. journalism

w/ MC and the girls. Thanx St. M's crew 4

makin me part of it. "Jrs" w/ CC & CC.

Algebra talks w/ Alyssa, thanx 4 listenin.

RB hugs! Summa 2000 nights at the beach.

Core remember the good old days. Jenny

143 neva4get all our fun times together. To

my family. I love you guys. Mum Dad thanx

4 the luv& support, Meg thanx 4 always

bein there. Chris havin u there the first day

helped so much. It's been a wondaful trip,

good luck class of 2001 . Lata SHS!

Bree McConnell

Hey chickens, these four years have come

and gone by so fast. Never would I imagine

I would meet such great friends like all of u:

KB ML MJ KR KG JB MA MD BM BM JB

SB SO HT CN WC MT AS AA AO JB MH
SM KH SP and the rest I love you guys so

much. To mom, thank you for putting up

with me I love you you're the best! To Dad,

Nina. Papa. Billy, and Maryann I love you

guys. Kim, I love yachickie.u'vebeen there

for me 4eva and a day thank you so much.

Never forget the good times. " You'll say,

don't fear your dreams, it's easier than it

see. MS, you'll never let me fall from hopes

so high, but never is a promise and you can't

afford to lie." Class of 2K1- I wish you

nothing but Good Luck *Fairies* Love you

all *MWAH*

Ashley McGovern Shauna Mclntyre



of my girls: Neva4ge( all the fun X's

d 14324 77 / AS JL KC EH KS KFSW
jCNBLTAR. Always remember late

talking w/JL. Summa '98- 1 " roll w/

C JD EH. Jenna get the trash. GG AS
E girls 4-eva. AS. KF there's K-Ci &
Living @ Mona's w/ KF KC SW KS.

>m-wassup! JL-where's the light? AR
- Alwayz talking about Eastie boyz.

4get parties @ Jamie's. Girl talks w7

I Crazy rides to Savio games w/ the

All of us together @ the club. 1 miss

truno. thank you so much for every-

I love you 9-19-98. To my family I

n't have done it w/o your support

love you guys so much. Class of

it was fun. Thanx for the memories

I'm outtie!

Manus will never forget all the times with

the crew. Towgz, Mata, Christie, Mario.

Wise and Labella. I will never forget the

golf team. How we won the NEC 4 years in

a row. I won't forget when we won the

states. I will always remember how fun the

hockey team was and how fun it was win-

ning the 3 NEC crowns. I won't forget how

we worked hard to w in the state champion-

ship. To my sis. I know it was weird be-

tween us but you were there when I needed

you. Thanx 143. I thank my family for

being there for me. 143. Thanx to the nurse.

Mr. B. Mr. Keddy for helping me when I

needed help. I w on't forget you guys. Thanx

4 the memories. Sachems are #1

Danielle McManus Sean McManus

W! It's over! First, thanks to my fam-

|j
Dad. Mom - you've been my rock,

Lrie. Daniel - thanks for putting up with

I I love you. Everyone in SHSDC, you

§.- been my 2" family. I will never forget:

• huge chem. Class, stalking w/TP. guy

I s w/SF, Chiquita y Tropicana. the meat

I' (SI SF LR) Klub Blu - your only

spoliation to Klub Fosta, Jones and

II yaki. SE - you' re still my cuddlebuns.

I- 1 love... SF - did I win the bet? Jill -

I) re delicious ! Thanks to my friends who

I: stood by me: SF, SE, TP. DA. LF. JB,

[ AH. BI, MV, AB, MC, RS, CS, AS. JG.

I AA, AO, SI, KM, LR. I couldn't have

lie it without you. "Don't hate me for-

I', I'm better late than never. ..That's

[ply my life story!" - MXPX. Goodbye

Four yrs finally up! Time 2 move on 2 the

real world! Never forget Stocker Park w/ JJ

It was Fun ! Clubbin w/ KL SW RR JP JG JJ

MG KM SM. Endless rides w/ KL. KM
334165 it's true! Also the summer of 99 w/

all u "Kool Kids" 133! 2 all you guys JP,

SM.RR.DK.SS.SD.CI, MG.RM.JS.MZ
Thanks for all the memories! Parties at JJ.

MG. BB never forget the ragging pig! Six

flags w JJ! AS we had some fun times. 2 all

my girls I'll never forget u KL. SW. NB,

BB.CB, KM, SB. ALA want 2 thank Mr
Keddy for putting up w/me i ll miss u! Josh

143 u better stay in touch! Mom and Dad

thanks for every thing 143! Joey thanks for

everything 143224! You've helped me
through so much and I'll never forget it, no

matter what. I'll Love u

Tara McRobbie Lisa Meucci

the class of '01 thanx 4 the memories -

itetosee it end - I've had good X's good

k to u all ! PG. CB.H.&JM. UR the best,

uldn't have done it without you guys the

>5 143. BFF - summer 00 - camping -

one Family party's @ PG & the BES -

:ndly's - ET, EC, & DJ lunch crew -

nee crew - MITTS - JD # 1 Fans & Fried

igh with Dots - moments w/AD - X's w/

& JR. hey baby - Moxie - haircut. AMP
m - shop w/Bry & Bucet - Muffin -

ffy - Crazy/Peni - JM 409 Main St. PG
pgroovin in ur electric shoes - HP, CB.

k <" this! Sail in the darkness - bath tub

HP Wed. nite w/ CB LMNF - drive

ool - Bryan thanx 4 everything I luv ya

lorn. Dad. Rceba. Ray. & Princess. I did

lanx to you! I love u all. I've come this far

Jon't worry dad I won't back down now.

Jessica Miller

Thanx to my friends for all the memories

and fun times NB NK JD KC EH SW MB
SW LM KL BB KDJU PM JC AM RG 143.

Summer 99 "sleeping" KL. parties <s" JJ.

slidin on the grass. LM "I sec the light!"

Stuff "WHY''" MB arc there boys under

your bed ? Hitting people v.1 cars Jill's rm

34. how do u do it Patty'' Fid hcky slpover,

sorry I missed it' Drivcby's w/ KD and JU.

DeadEnds! Na it's so hot in here' KP's w/

Na. what happened ' Hum skiing Andy 's.

chillcn on (he boat Motorcycle wkend w/

Nin. jacuz/i. trampoline, where r the ante-

lopes'' It's not working Rich' KI's JrProm

00'- we arc theonls girls that can chill Red.

2 in I is still ins record' Just doin il ii

Pan/a's' "Kurt ' its gonna be a boy!"-JD

Shan . C'ancun is cumin 1 Keddy. thank you

for everything in the past 4 \rs getting im

through this. 141 Mom \ D.ul dunks lor

everything. Mike and Whit, thanks lot

watching out lor rnc 14 V I'm out'

leni Mor
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These last 4 years have been good but

I'm glad high school is over. Some people

will be missed others won't be. I'd like to

thank my family and friends lor being

there tor me through the good times and

the bad. Will never forget talks w/ Jackie

and Katie, wiffel ball w/ Winny & the

boyz, concerts w/ MO AD AM, Miller's

cute rules, all the fun times w/the Lax

team. Soccer boys, X-C team. Track team.

JR & SR Prom '00, Being w/ Jennella.

Without JV JD KD DC AM PD DW AD
JM high school wouldn't have been fun.

Thank You for all the memories you arc

the best.

Mom & Dad I love you allot even thi

don't call you from far away places

the mall. A whole lot of thank yousgo

Alpo. Ange, Ostrow, Kim, Ash, Me
my lunchtime crew KR. KG. MA. an

you guys are awesome and I'm gonn

you when we graduate. You guys wi

ways there to put a smile on my fact

and Bree. where can I begin, we hi

many memories together! Neva
sophomore year English, vcryfine, I*

Cheese, Elton John shoes, road trip:

dom clubbing in the tempo, dancin on

tables, random insults, and constan

port. I can feel the love mom and dad . .

.

Thank you so much for helping me ai

my dreams no matter where we win<

there we'll be carpe diem!

Anthony Mugford Beth Murphy

"Yesterday is not ours to recover, but to-

morrow is ours to win or lose." I can't

believe it is almost over. I had so much fun

these past 4 yrs, JM PG CB HP the Fab5-

1

luv u guys. Thanks 4 the syrup. JM- Do you

know what the state bird of Maine is? CB-

1

was just thinking. PG- Bed dird. HP- Hey

whoo! Wanna order some food? Hey I'm a

bat! LT- Back that thing up. JD & KD wanna

go on a car adventure? Room 34 w/ FH girls

& HP. LT- Why didn't u play this yr? I

would like to thank my Mom & Dad 4

putting up w/ me these 4 yrs -I love you.

Good luck Chris, Steve & Ashley -I love

you. Lastly to Dana, Thanks for making

these past few yrs the best, I can't wait 4

more yrs to come- 1 love you so much. Bye

SHS, I had fun! Good luck everyone!

It seems like we just started freshman j \

and now we are graduating M.J. and Jl^|

Lets stay close friends after we have grciij

ated and to all my other friends I'll alw i

remember the fun we had over the years.'
j

never forget junior year and all the me tu

ries from it especially how close I bec.\i

with S.R. no matter where we end up inni,

I'll always think of you and me as gsa

friends. Junior prom was so much flflfl

couldn't have gotten through geometry n
biology without Mr. Hashem and I

Brennan's help. Thanks to my family

their love and help especially with schO'iA

love you all.

Jennifer Murphy Christine Nathasingh

Throughout high school I was always told

that these are the best years ofmy life-I wish

I believed them then. Now I look back on

high school as a memory- a memory which

I will never forget. I will never forget my
"funtimes" w/ SH- The "girlies" & NC, KD,

JR. JP, AM, EN. Props w/ AD and of course

my "good friend" Jay. JV, EP, I loved the

rides! Sister Kara be a good girl next year!

To all my friends and family thank you for

supporting my dreams. Mom, thank you!

Without you I wouldn't be the person I am
today- I am forever greatful. Lastly to the

class of 2001- Good luck and always follow

your dreams.

-Peaches

"Every new beginning comes from sc-

other beginnings end." Our time at SH I

ending, we'll all be going separate way-

would be lost w/o the love and support of I

parents. Thanx momma and daddy, if

thanks for all the trouble HA-HA. I L

You Matt, no matter what happens I M
forget you. Thanx DC, AM, + JY for tal 1.

me under your wing as the 'yo union'. 1 i

you've been a big help, I miss our n

times. To the band: You are my 2
nd fam

Keep on dancing girls. Excellent 8 will

:

4ever. To all my friends, thank you for y

friendships. Good luck class of 2001 ! T<

my JR. buddies, you're almost there!

Meghan O'Connor Corri Nelson
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All good things must come to an end. To my
Mom & Dad: you've always been there for

me. Next year will be interesting! I love

you! To all my friends especially Ange and

Alpo: you guys are my everything! I'll never

forget all the great times we had. To the

excellent 8: Thanks for everything. You
guys are the best friends anyone could ask

for. Finally. To all the freshman band geeks:

you guys rule! Kick butt next year! Don't

miss me to much! I'll never forget the

MICCA'S. Elmos, psycho bus driver, con-

certs, freezing cold marching practices, and

the banquets. To my favorite band geek

Andrea: Carry on the tradition and good

luck! You deserve it! I guess that's it! It's

over! Good- Bye Saugus High!

Sarah Ostroff Amanda Ostrow

Carla Pagliuca Michael Palermo

Michael Pecora Joel Penny



I

It's finally over, I'd like (o thank Mom &
Dad for putting up w/mc but I made it. I

wanna give a shout out to my girls Nicole,

BBQ, Pina, Dee & Christina never forget

our good x's. Kelly I give you a big famous

How You Doin? Let's go live our boring life

now riiight. I'd like to say wass up to the

crew NM SW DB TW DF Sarro Snow and

CC PP you guys are the best you won't be

forgotten. Colie Bailamosfor lifeToTracey

Nana and Gram I Love You it's my time to

go now good luck to the freshman. Hoo Hoo
right Harvey and Spam. Dee and Steph like

the boys w/"the bling bling."

They always say that these 4 yrs arc till

years of your life, I just wish I had ren

that earlier. I will never 4get any .

memories. Kymmy -our Revs gamm
hair colors. Don't ever 4get Teddy, .

and Rusty. Concerts with Eron. ridi!

train w/ Heymay and "Jclla," working)

Hen w/ everyl & their mother, cruii

Laur, lunches w/ KT, JS, KK, TB, t

AB. Nicki, you' re an animal! BFF. Trf

& Dad. thanks for standing beside i

everything I have ever dreamed of /

You're both the best. I love you Pool

Lauren, thanx for being the best cousi

egg ever. Nanner, I love you always.>

smiling. To the Class of 200 1 , never i

the memories. ..Don't ever let anyonn

you down, follow your hearts and I

your dreams.

Stephanie Penza Elisa Peterson

I will neva 4get all the good X's at SHS.

Camping '00, Drive thrus w/ PG. Checking

out bathtubs w/ JM, CB ur not getting ur

bum back JM Woo JH what an other DJ I

love it. JM P Queen. KD beaver fever.

Soccer w/ CG, CC. Parties at PG's and

BE's. PG the police are coming. Pattie-O-

Bricks. Friendly's parking lot. WWRafting

JM some people sail in the darkness. Good

X's w/ NS KC. Villa crew. Jr prom. Good

X's at soccer, I love you guys. LT loves JC.

Psychology class w/ CG goin to Grammy's

w/ PG. Mom and Dad I love u. thanx 4 being

such great parents and 4 putting up w/ me, I

could not have made it this far w/out you.

Jen and Erik thanx for always being there 4

me, I love u. To my friends, thanx for all the

good memories.

I can't believe it's over! I had a lot •

i

times with JG RR JJ SS MG PT PC DC

MS NR DD CB RM JS LM KL JG LL

Thanks for everything! I wanna than™

sica for staying with me through baj

good. Thank you I love you! Phatty! 1 :

ing at Joey J's house, pool at the cue!

bing X! w/ JJ MG RR KL LM JG MBH\

let the dogs out! CD SD Big Pimpin %

lets beat up cobb! Josh tai 1 light windo o

what's that smell? Wiseman eatings

cookies! Jammer J! Petka! Pump pp

My blazed crew SS JJ RR TC DK M.S

JW! Minivan-man Ike! I love youu

Chill spot 99! Josh thanks for beimr

bestfriend! Mom & Dad, I Love you.i,

for helping me through, Kris Shann!

luck in the future. LiL poopa you're tl it

one! Mrs. Yagjian Thanks! I'm out S s

Heather Peterson Justin Petkewich

I will never forget how my family and

friends have always been there for me
through everything. I will also never forget

the fun times at : Nahant, Halloween 2000

w/ AL, KE, AD, ET, LT, Mrs. Guerette's

soph, year w/ EC, KT, "Fine Ange, I don't

want you to go to R.I. with me, NO!"

Aimee, how's S.D.? Kay Ray, "IT'S PINK!"

Jenella aka Christina wanna-be! Erin how's

M.C.? "Drew from 98 degrees?" Ha, Ha!

To my family, I Love You Mom, Dad,

David, Grandma, Grandpa, and Uncle.

Thank You for letting me reach for my
dreams, I can't Thank You enough! Last

but not least, to the class of 2001, Good

Luck! See Ya!

1 I

What up everyone! It's been lots of fvu

I'd like to thank my Dad, Lorna, Sissy;

Mike, Tony, and Sandy for putting tijq

me I love you Badolato! Get the dog

the table we're in Candyland not We
love you girl! You to Allie I knov*

remember our all nighters with 9' sl'm i

ing my love out to Andy E. Petka, S>

JoeyJ, LisaH, Raquel, Cour 1

BRIGHTIE, Corey, Kevin, Gia, Josh w»

cute! I love you Chris Ike alwayz an'J

ever I miss you anyone I forgot I lov

guys too! Chillspot99 JamieM BFF
never forget chillin with you guys and

hope to still chill and keep in touch

Ashton, Mark, Medium SWED!!!

Jaclyn Pfeil Julianne Pimental
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Well that's it! Finally out! Thanks to all the

teachers who helped me out. Thanks to my
family for putting up with me and my spec-

tacular report cards! Mr. Rosser. keep the

left in check! Mr. Weekley, thanks for ev-

erything you've done! I've had 4 years of

fun (well sort of) and I'll never forget the

friends I've made. Congratulations and best

of luck to the Class of 2001

!

Jon-Michael Pizzi Michael Procopio

First I want to thank my parents for guiding

me through all these years. Now to the boys

MB JP JG SD JJ SS TC PS CI DK MS MW
AZ MD SM CD. MG you're like a brother

to me thanks for being there for me w hen I

needed a friend. Guys I had fun partying

with you guys and going to clubs and stuff.

Now to the girls. LM KL SW LF JG CB SB
NB KM RL I had fun chilling with yous.

LM thanks for making me come to school

and thanks for looking out for me. I want to

say thanks to Mr. Carbone. Mr. McKay and

Mr. Nicholas for helping me through the

years. R.I.P. Ashton Cline it w as nice know-

ing you and I hope you are in a safe place.

434. SHS they say these are the best years

of our lives, if that is true, kill us now .

Matthew Quealy Ryan Rabideau



James Reid John Rescigno

Kristen Richards

Matthew Roberts

Thank you mom and dad for all the love &
support you've given me over the years- I

don't know where I would be without you &
even if I don't say it enough I really do love

you very much! To Keri. Maria, & Jennie-

you guys are my best friends & without you

I don't know what I would have done- 1 have

so many great memories that I will cherish

forever. I treasure our friendship so much-

1 wish you guys all the luck in the world &
I love you guys so much! To AM, KB, AA,
AO, AS, HT & SB- the memories we shared

are very precious to me & I will cherish

them forever! Always rememberNew Years

Eve 1997 & New Years Eve 2000, after

prom & trips to Boston.

Melissa Robbins

Well to all of the seniors, it's been fun.

Despite how much we said we hated this

place we have had some of our best times

here. To all of the football team, I love you

guys more than I can explain. JF33, GE56,

DD55, AZ52, PE25, MC04, AJ08, NP54,

MP05, CF10, KS11, BR14, RG59, AM39,
and to all of the coaches. I will always

remember the Saturday nights in the dun-

geon. I would also like to thank my family

for all the love and support you have given

me. And lastly I would like to say to Corri

that I love you and I always will. You will

always have a special place in my heart. To

the class of 200 1 . I'm outta here

!

William Robinson
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I'll never forget SHS. The lunch crew, you

guys are the best especially TB for putting

up with me all of the time, the Friday's with

KT, hanging out with KT. EP, KK, GS, and

TB 143 guys BFF! Class with Maruzzi,

playing basketball and Softball. TB equals

HBQ, Flaherty with his comments. Prom of

'99, and hanging out at AB's house. I'd like

to thank my mother and father for support-

ing me in everything I do and my two sisters

I love you guy's and good luck in the future.

7i
Angel Roumeliotis

First to the ones who befriended me from

the start, JP, SS, SD, MF, DG, MB, JG. Just

want to thank you. Shane where is the

hotel? You know what to do. SwigSwig MF
the ice coffee was for the dogs. JP Hooka.

RR. where are your parents after school? SS

keep the bass down. Now to all of you I

forgot I'm still the new kid from RI. Dina.

the happiness u have brought me, it's amaz-

ing! I Love You so much. We'll live

happily ever after. To Leon and Hey There,

thanks for everything, you're great people.

Toe, I'm gonna get money for the gym.

Mom, despite our fights, I love you. Your 1

"

boy made it! Sal & Susan I love you, thanx.

Nana and Papa thank you! Dina. once

again, you have a big heart! DC all my love

2U.

Alicia Santaniello

"Every new beginning comes from some

other beginnings end." With my high school

years coming to an end, I would first like to

thank my family for all of their love and

support. Without you. I wouldn't be the

person 1 am today. To all my friends, our

memories will never be forgotten. Alyssa

and Amanda. I will always remember our

fun limes together But most of all I will

always cherish our friendship To Jen and

Maria, thank you for making basketball sea

son fun, it will not be the same without you.

To Marc. I want to thank you lor alwavs

being there for me I will never torgel the

time we spent together 1 love you' linalh

to the class of 2001 .
good luck in the tulurc

Hope your dreams come true'

Dcbra Scott



1" I want to thank my mom 4 putting up w/

me over the yrs. Renee D. thanx 4 all u're

help I Luv u nun. Joan my other mother

thanks so much 143. Mr. Bernard u may not

have liked me (s1 I" but I guess u got used 2

me thanks buddy. 2 my bro Jim, my thanks

for guiding me wrong, ur the best 143 man.

Summer 99 w/ my 2 crews. To my boys TC,

SD. JS. JR, DK. JJ.RR, KF, RG, MM, MC.u
guys r everything 2 me. To my girlz RD,

MC, DB, LW, SW. LM, LF, JG u were my
motivation. Thanks to the faculty CY, CC,

DS, GN, LG, KE, WK, BLISS, Mr. V&
Carlos. Smokcshows & Smokefests in the

bird. TC600QP. SD, TAS, RG, Pound of

bacon. Lisa hunny thanx 4 8-6-00 14324637.

Never 4get Woodville. R.I. P. Ashton never

B4 gotten. Wetherbee Bros. I'm glad I'm

out, but I'll be back can't get rid of me that

EZ.

The journey in between what you once ti

and who you arc now becoming is wheici

dance of life really takes place. ThanH
My family, thanks for putting up with hi*

for all the help- 143, Excellent 8, thanki,

all the good x's & for being the bcsM

Alyssa, you mean the World to me, thhi

for everything- 143, DC & AM, you 'ret,

some friends- 143, All the lunch crew-*-

Staples gang, you guys rule-143, altll

STUCO andMASC pals, don't ever chn
thanks 4 all the memories, and to everr

else I didn't have enough space for-NH

thanks for everything. To Chris: Goodd

and enjoy senior year! Take care of STTl

next year: CS 2,HB,LS,LC! G'LuckCQ
of 2001- Reach for the stars! ;o)

Scott Shiner Angela Sicuranza

It's unbelievable how quickly four years

can fly by. I wouldn't be where I am today

without the support of my family, friends,

and teachers who helped me to succeed.

Special thanks to Font and Faterly for ev-

erything they've done for me. I'll always

remember Model U.N. w/ Danielle, Peter,

Marc, and Andrea; the lunch group junior

year w/ Danielle, Katie, Christine, and

Nicole; sophomore year w/ Jen; StuCo w/

Amanda and Ange; tennis and golf w/

Mantia; 1/2 days at Prince w/ Peter, Marc,

and Danielle. Thanks to Mom, Dad, Jesse,

and Danielle - I couldn't live without you

guys. To the Class of 2001 - never forget

those who helped you get to where you are

in life. Congratulations and good luck!

First of all I would just like to thank ti

most important people in my life, my mm

dad, and Jacki. Remember the times '

the bint, brothers, RM, Z, MVP, JR, JJ

FM, MC. Reppin Dutches and white on

54543 387 Jerry Rice freestylin at Z's »

the cat who can hang KF. Alien, gasmm

oreo cookie wars w/RyGuy, Parertn

Mirone, McGerk. Monster Jam. Ai\r

cockle doo. Keep in touch girls. Ozzylil

Jamborees. Nites up the Carter. Vets wh\

were the same. These past 4 years flew»:

so wish me luck in the real world. RR.

Mark, I miss ya.

Matthew Smith John Spinelli

We finally made it to Mom and Dad, thanx

for believing in me, I wouldn't be here if it

weren't for you guys. I Luv you, thanx for

always cheering me up. As I'll always be

here for you DS AUNT you have always

been there for us I LUV U ! To the rest of the

fam I love you all. GH you're like a sister to

me BFF JPB ECO you're "real" fun. BV
thanx for everything TL HD TV thanx for

always being there. To all the girls you

know who you are thanx for all the fun times

KTBPA Tampa was awesome. Law you're

the best "TW inship" BL32 44& 1 4 Good
Luck class of 2001 "C-ya"

I can't believe we made it Mom and I

(hunks for believing in me I wouldn't i

here without you I Love you guys Twins^

Krit you're the best, Manda through

good and the bad I can always count on 1

1

to be there DS thanks for being a great
|

Aunt your always there for me I Love y>|

GP Love ya To the rest of the fam Love -|

TL thanks for everything "shifty" GH E h)

JPB ECO CL I'll never forget you MS y \

always there to make me laugh when I n*
|

to BV I'll never forget the fun times wel
|

you're the best Grinch JC5222 nsync

DS GL TL KS AS GH MS GH hows the i. <\

tea To all the girls you know who you
i

thanks for the fun times Good luck to

class of 2001 -Bye Bye Bye

Kristen Sprague Lauren Sprague
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First off I want to say thanks to Mom and

Dad, Sorry for all I put you through I love

you. Neva forget loon 98, Toddie w/ Kim
Look out for the wall. KF, DM, KC A Bun
is Bread. Halloween w/ JD. KF. Motel room

after TD. All those excuses thanks Mr.

Keddy. JD, EH remember puffed rice that

was a good summa TD/SW hows the hill hot

chocolate. LTrollerblading all summer. NB,

BB I hate accounting. DG clean the olives

off your bed sorry about that Montreal was

fun w/ everyone. All the girls 143 133. JC I

Love You remember my driving, breaking

up on Sundays and keep it out of your eye

next time. Sorry for all the mood swings and

my stupid laugh 143 always and for every-

one else 143 I'll miss ya!

Nicole Strout

Shawn Sullivan

"Wc all take different paths in life, but no

matter where we go, we take a little of each

other everywhere." To my family, without

your love and support. I would not be w here

I am today. Thank you for everything you

have done for me. To all my friends and

everyone I've gotten to know over these

past years, thank you! You all have made a

great impact on my life Without any of you.

I would not be the person I am I will always

remember you and will take with me what

you have given inc. To the class of 2001.

(i(K)I) LUCK ' Aiwa) s remember to "reach

lor the sky because if you should happen lo

miss, you'll still be among the stars
"

Kymbcrly Takach



It's finally over. JT would like to shout out

to the senior football player: JF, DD, GE,

AM. RG, BR. MR. AZ. NG. Also toCS, DC.

MQ. MS. CV. MD. MH. Thanks for a great

four years. To my family, thanks for the

support. Michelle good luck in the years to

come. I'm outta here!

'1

I will never forget hanging out withthn

dysfunctional crew Ever. Every Da;r

CY.DC.SM.MQ.JP.MA.JL.JW.JC. Il|

ing to miss all of you guys even thouJ

argue every day. I will never forget tin

that came off the train in Boston. D|)J

Matt! Driving around in the Taurus.

i

day. I'll never forget parties at McMala

Going toEB when I don't want to. Lisu

to Ken Kannif with CY. I'll never t

hanging out with AE + MC, playing;

listening to 2Pac. I'll will never forgg

of u guys, good luck in the future,

would like to thank my parents for i

thing they have done for me. giving 11

Taurus + keeping me out of trouble,

you guys. Thank you so much.

James Taylor Andrew Toglia

These past 4 years have been filled with ups

and downs. I want to thank my family and

friends for being there for me. Aimee you're

1 of a kind. Don't forget our trips to NH &
CC & many more. Kaitlyn never forget

green nail polish & our car rides. Always

watch out for moshpits - 5/29/00. Jennella

watch out for ketchup cars next on 3 girls

and a highway. Lisa you always laugh @ the

funny stuff & our SD room. Meghan don't

you just hate snowboarders. Guys never

forget our annual ski trips. To CB, PG,

Miller, JM, HP. Daigs. AD. JP, & GS, you

guys are so cool & I will never forget you.

Tennis team what are you doing god luck.

Mom, Dad, & Mike, thanks for all your love

& support to help me get through these

years. Good times. Good times.

I look back on these past years + notin

tremendous amount of people that hai

footprints on my heart + those foot*

will never be washed away. Mom
you have shown me the true meaninn

family. You have given me more thsil

one person could ever ask for. I woulcld

where I am today w/out you. TKL!

Lou, you have awaken me to a newn
standing w/ the passing whisper oM

wisdom. 143 Jen, you're the sister 1

1

had. No matter what we have each oi>

our dream! To all those people that ii

special place in my heart: TKU fori

friendship + for all the memories. I lov

all + and I plan to see each one of youu

future.

Erin Trainor Lisa Tramontozzi

I couldn't have gone the last four years

without my family and friends. I would like

to thank CN, JO, for always being there

when I needed to talk to or just making me
feel better about myself. You guys are the

best friends a girl can ever ask for. I could

neva 4get AM for her wonderful way of

cheering you up each day. I will neva forget

you Ash. To CC thanks for all the good

times we had through all these years. I know

we will always keep in touch and remain

close friends. My junior pals NK. MV, KC,

and CD thanks for all the good times and

laughter. I will neva forget you guys. To DC
thanks for all the good times at work, thanks

for always making me laugh. I love all and

neva forget you guys.

To AL. KE, ET, JV. MO, DJ, PG, JM
HP, JM. AD, JP, RM, CP, thank for it

being there 4 me through the good timn

all. Aimee who's better PPM or MPG';

go 2 the gym @ 5. ya right chicachicc

don't forget my falls and our sick sei

humor, Kait ur not invisible, SF gets

here BARB! Jennella hit me with you

its and don't forget all in any gutters. M l

2 words spicy fries, Jen back back ur

up DJ and DD couple of 01, ur the

going to NH in the aclaim bucket shal I

nite long, being wiped out by snowbc

TE and TT 143 u guys, Christina thai

being there when I needed u can't wai

roomies. Mom, Dad, Joe, John, and Gra

thank you for everything, I Love Yoi

Margherita Tranfaglia Lisa Truglia
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Neva 4get X's w/ BD BW TD & summa '99

crew - 133, Parties @ JL's, Nites @
Pranker's & motel 6. SS 6 bucks, KL LM
KM TD X's @ BBC Bossi's hot right, KM
nites @ AZ & KL's house. KL LM KM BB
lets go 4 a walk, snob needs candy, SS X's

in Rob's civic, nite @ Hudson, Duw op Diner

after club, nice outfit, I had fun w/MS. Priss

77 KL MB JL. Summa '97 nites w/ the guys

it was fun, KL which way to Waltham. to my
family thank u 4 everything 143 Tyson

thanks 4 always being there when I needed

some-1 - 143. Mr. M & Mr. McKay if it

wasn't4 u 2 I wouldn't be where I am thank

u. Billy words can't explain how much u

mean 2 me thank u 4 always being there

146437 9-26-98. BW KLTD-77-143. It's

been fun SHS but everything comes to an

end sometime...

Jennella Vivace Stephanie Waite

Finally, the last year is over! It went by

almost too fast. I wouldn't have been able to

do it without my family. I Love All of you!

As for my friends, you know who you are. I

don't wanna start naming you. I don't

wanna forget anyone. A special thanks to

all of my teachers for all of the help. #50,

you know who you are, make sure you're

around! Thank you to all the girls forgiving

me something to look at other than the

board. And to all of you guys riding behind

me on your bikes, keep the rubber side

down!

Shannon Wass Adam Wetherbee

Wf
ft

High School has been fun but it's lime lo

grow up. So I want to say How's it hanging

everyone and so long. Later!!!!

Patrick Whelan
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Jennella! I want to give a shout out to my
Lord Jesus Christ because without him none

of this would be possible. I want to give a

big shout out to my parents for paying for

my car insurance, college, my junior prom,

and for letting me stay home for free.

Jennella! 1 also want to give a shout out to

pasta day and Big Burger yea you know

exactly what I am talking about. Cannot

forget Kathy Knowles and Elisa Peterson

for always keeping it real and telling it like

it is. G.E. Keep Pimpin. J.V. RB. C.Y. and

Bonez always doing their thang. Jennella!

For all those trips to Wendy's and Bickford's

you know who you are. Jennella! Word to

y'all mothers. Big AL Y2K1.

Allen Williams Jason Wiseman

First and foremost I thank my parents for

always for always being there. I love you

guys. I also wanna thank the crew cuz we
may be the worst crew ever but we defi-

nitely have the most fun. Thanks to you

guys high school has been the best time of

my life. I'll never forget it. Throwin cokes

and all other stuff we did in the taurus, and

the altima. New year's 00 JL Francais JC

Ken Kaniff AT Fishin and the zodiac PM
Manus' summer 00 sleddin in the winter JL

snow ridin MB my camp PM AT All nighters

PM KM EH and @ Manus latch your hood

better. All you guys thanks for everything

you're the best. I'm outta here.

Christie Yanchun Matthew Zecchino

I can't believe its over. The past 4 years

have gone by so fast. I think I am ready to

leave but I don't want to because it has been

so much fun. How can you forget about

football or the 7-2 freshman season. Hockey

games with the guys, SD and the beast.

Pastabar and Sunday morning breakfast w/

RB + NG, late night Burger King, going out

to eat with the guys. Opening day with CY.

The Beanpot w/ Belch, never forget slapshot.

War stories w/DK, scavenger hunts HW2K,
and all the other random acts of immaturity.

To AW, JM, BN, TY, BM + PQ good luck

next year. To all my coaches thank you for

everything. MR, MC, DK, NG, JF, RB,

AW, GE you're the best. Mom, Dad, Donny

I love you thanks for everything. Take it

easy.

Anthony Zollo Renee Zwicker



"To live is to suffer. To survive, well, that's

to find meaning in the suffering." -DMX It's

been a long four years, so see ya lata, I'm

outa here. Thank to all my teachers over the

last four years. Thanks to Font and Bon
especially. Thanks to all my good friends at

SHS. PM JW MS DA CB JM, and all the

rest. 1 couldn't have made it through with-

out you guys, especially my lunch table. "I

can't believe you guys use to go out" -AB I

gotta mention the Prince crew. What's up

Randy Cool and Track Star. Thanks to the

neighborhood crew, you guys were the best

friends in the world. Can' t leave out this one

last quote. "Are jeans denim?" -PQ Any-

way, that's all I got to say, I'm out. -MDM

Marc McCaige

M.IA
Gregg Bailey

William Crane

Andrew Emerson

John-Paul Ferrelli

Rita Manzo

Jazz Martin

Robert Matthis

Ryan Melanson

Ankitaben Patel

Michael Stockbridge



Then. . . .and Now

Christine Nathasingh and Corri Nelson

Heather Peterson, Nicole Strout, Nicole Citro, and Christine Imbrogno)

William Robinson and Kerri Hittinger



Who's

? Who?



MOST GULLIBLE
Elisa Peterson & Nick Gallo

CLASS CLOWN
John Greene & Jenna LoVerme
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MOST FRIENDLY & SINCERE MOST ELLIGIBLE BACHELOR / ETTE
Allen Williams & Kristal Cerbone Shannon Wass & Will Condon

MOST SCHOOL SPIRIT BEST LAUGH
John Greene & Lindsey Berry Angela Sicuranza & Andy Toglia

BEST SMILE CLASS COUPLE
Jessy Miller & Allen Williams Matt Roberts & Corn Nelson
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MOST LIKELY TO FALL ASLEEP IN CLASS WORST DRIVERS
Mike Palermo & Corey Chandler Lisa Truglia & Sean McManus

BEST PALS BEST PALS
Danielle Gagnon & Stephanie Carter John Spinelli & Ryan Melanson
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r LIKLEY TO BE SEEN ON BROADWAY
Tara McRobbie & John Greene

BEST EYES
Kim Freehling & Adam Wetherbee

BEST HAIR
Shane Dellus & Patty Goodwin

BEST DRESSED
Jessy Miller & Will Condon

LEAST TAI K A I I \ I

Maggie Tranfaglia & Mike Koslouski





STUDENT
LIFE
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Varsity Football
The Saugus High Football Sachems finished with a record of 2 wins and

seven losses. The Sachems were led by Senior Tri-Captains Ryan Gould,

Adam Magnasco and Billy Robinson. Billy Robinson and Ryan Gould were

named to the All-Conference Team. Ryan Gould was also named to the

Lynn Item All-Stars. Congratulations on the great effort!
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Field Hocke

Varsity Field Hockey (I to r)- Top Row: Ashley Panzini.Tiana Bellone,Vanessa

Arone, Cindy Salerno, Rachel Hansen, Amy Cronin, Janine Venezia, Jessica Perkins, Julia

Upton, Coach Barbara Guarente. Middle Row: Andrea Heath,

Meghan O'Connor, Jen Murphy, Amanda Joseph, Brittany Barbanti, Kerri Morgan, Colleen

Burke. Bottow Row: Capt. Katie Doherty and Capt. Patty Goodwin.
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Boys Soccer

Top Row (L to R): Coach Hashem, Mike Heath, Mike Mugford, Heber Souza, Brent Shannon,

Franco Prezioso, Mark Bentley, Brian Rush, Nick Zell, Matt Morin, Kyle Watson, Middle Row:
Ryan Takach, Brendon Rush, Anthony Mugford, Matt Perrin, Joe Bonnano, Phil Nelson

Bryan Basler, Front Row: Adais Souza, Mike Buckley, Mike Chesna.









Varsity Go)

Sean McManus
T.J. Regan
Matt Terrio

Tom Serino

Jeff Pantano

Jason Wisemani

Mike Selbovitz/

Joe Pimental

Todd Nichols

Josh Wiseman i

John Ray- Head Coach

Team Record

N.E.C. Champs 9 Wins Lot

Total Record 14 Wins 2 Lot
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Lirls Tennis
MaryKate Cunningham (C)

Erin Trainor (C)

Amanda Alpert (C)

Jennella Vivace

Kimberly Anthony

Jen Jaynes

Kerri Sanphy
Ellen MacLaughlin

Caitlin Vansteenberg

Katherine Jensen

Hina Bukhari

Melanie Wheeler

Emily Johnson

Lindsay Boyajian

Kristen Kelley

Diane Vo
Jessica McCarthy
Katie Swanson
Alison Cooper

Erica Bono
Noelle Dauenhauer







Girls Basketball

1
,
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.

Back Row -Left to Right- Coach Bob Guidi, Amy O'Hanley, Kimberly
1

Sturgis, Lana Seelley, Shauna Campbell, Adrianne Acoin.

Front Row -Left to Right- Tara Bianchi, Maria Alessandrini, Jennifer

Salas, Gina Seelley, Catlin Glancy, Caitlin Courtney, Heather Peterson]





Hockey
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Hockey

latch,Chris LeBlanc.Todd Nichols, Brian Hartigan, Brian Robbins, Scott Naso, Eric

n, Ricky Robbins, Clay McCormick, Tom Villano, Adam Charmonte, Nathan Napolitano,

)erullo, Greg Domey, Dave DeLuigi, Assisant Coach James Flanigan, Assistant Coach
1cKay, (bottom row) Joe McCabe, Matt Terrio, Sean McManus, Randy Belcher, Assistant

n Joe Angelo, Captain Shawn Sullivan, Assistant Captain Jonathan Ciampa, Alex Watton

3 Cassarino.







Sachem Wrestling 2000 - 2001

First Row: Ryan Murphy, Sal Nicolo, Chris Farren, Adam Barras, Jay Taylor, Billy Nicolo. Back Row : Coach Murphy, Joey

Higgins, Paul Allen, Anthony Georgetti, Gregg Ezell, Tony Laconte, Alex D'Angelo, Derek Hannon, Coach Smyrlian

Captains Captain

Jay Taylor and Adam Barras Adam Magnasco
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Basketball Cheerleaders
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Then. . . .and Now

Peter Manoogian and Marc McCaige

Nicole Strout, Kristal Cerbone, and Heather Peterson

^Courtney Bridges*, Jessy Miller, Jaclyn Pfeil, Jenn Brickley, Caitlin

Courtney, and Jenna LoVerme
109





Clubs and Organizations

Senior Class Officers

First Row: Sherilyn Bogdan. Jessica Miller. Lindsey Berry. Lisa

Tramontozzi. Danielle Arigo. Christine Imbrogno. Second Row: Patty-

Goodwin. Kimberly Anthony. Mary Kate Cunningham. Amanda Alpert.

Angela Sicuranza. Ashley Berry. Third Row : Peter Mattarese. Matthew

Smith. Steven Mantia. Gina Seelley. Andrew Jeffrey.

Junior Class Officers

First Row : Michael Landry . Christine Caldarelli. Second Row: Cindy

Salerno. Julia Upton. Ellen MacLaughlin. Amy Cronin. Third Row:

Lauren Cataldo. Tiana Bellone. Jenn Dineen. Patrick Quinlan.

Sophomore Class Officers

First Row: Gina Pucca. Lana Seelley. Courtney Koschei. Carolyn Blais.

Top Row: Gina Arigo, Jessica Boy.Crystal Phelan. Rachael Mullen.

Freshman Class Officers

Joe Bryson. Melissa Parelli. Lindsay Boyajian. Heber Souza. Steve

W'adman.

Vistas

First Row: Lauren Cataldo. Andrea DiPaolo, Helen Tann. Decpa Shah.

Jenna LoVerme. Elisa Peterson. Peler Manoogian. Second Row :

Carolyn Blais. Sherilyn Bogdan. Angela Sicuran/a. Heather Bogdan.

Jessy Miller, Danielle Arigo. Third Row: Susan Agersea. Andrew

Jeffrey. Amanda Alpert. Matt Zecchino. Jen Giangregono. Jihan Hadri.

Patty Goodwin.

Moc k Trial

Pint Row Catherine Jensen. John GreeiM, Danielle Arigo. Andrea

DiPaolo. Alc\ Manongian Second Row Jell Colella. Susan Agersea.

Andrew Jeffrey . Matthew Zecchino, Pelei Manoogi.in Hind Rnw

Matthew Smith. Lindsey Berry . Kimberly Anthony . Jennilei Murphy
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Senior Color Day
First Row: Jennu LoVermc. Kuillyn Erickson.

Amanda Ostrow. Sherilyn Bogdan. Lindsey

Berry. Jcnn Bricklcy, Bobby Imperato, Tiz

Agncllo. Anthony Mugford. Ashley Berry.

Second Row: Aimcc Lothrop. Jen Murphy,

Jessy Miller, Stephen Mantia, Corri Nelson,

Angela Sicuranza. Andrea DiPaolo, Meghan

O'Connor. Third Row: John Greene, Patty

Goodwin, Jackie Doherty, Matthew Smith,

Gina Seeley, Andrew Jeffrey. Matthew

Zecchino. Jennifer Giangregioro. Nick Carr.

Kimberly Anthony. Fourth Row: Lisa

Tramontozzi. Katie Doherty. Natalie Barbanti.

Jamie DeCotis. Peter Mattarese, Jonathan

Ciampa, Shannon Wass.

Junior Color Day
First Row: Christine Walker. Deepa Shah,

Stephanie Izzicupo, Second Row: Vanessa

Arone, Jennifer Vigneaux, Tianna Bellone,

Christine Caldarelli. Tara Rancourt. Julia

Upton. Lauren Cataldo, Chris Sicuranza. Cindy

Salerno. Christine Cataldo. Third Row: Michael

Landry, James Marshall. Nicholas Boivin,

Jennifer Dineen. Joseph Macero. Clay

McCormack, Zack Margardo.

Sophomore Color Day
First Row: Gina Arigo, Heather Bogdan, Kerri

Sanphy. Caitlin VanStensburg. Second Row:

Gina Puccia. Jessica Boy, Lana Seelley,

Crystal Phelan. Erica Bono. Carolyn Blais.

Third Row: Jen Capozzi. Katelyn Dennis,

Adrienne Supino. Courtney Koschei. Kelly

Fahey, Rachel Mullen.

Freshman Color Day
First Row: Hina Bukhari, Jason Yates, Corinn

Enwright. Second row: Heber Souza, Melissa

Parrelli, Alyssa Donati. Jen Winter, Diane Vo.

Alex Manoogian. Jessica Malagodi. Third

Row: Kevin Maestranzi, Steve Wadman.

Lindsay Boyajian, Amanda Morrin, Jen

Colella. Catherine Jensen. Tennile Surette.
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Peer Leaders
First Row: Kelly Fahey, Elaine Barkosky, Lisa

Basler. Second Row: Christine Caldarelli,

Vanessa Arone, Robert Stanley, Christine

Walker. Mike Landry, Julia Upton. Sherilyn

Bogdan, Cynthia Salerno. Shauna Mclntyre,

Lauren Cataldo, David Kushmerek. Third

Row: Garrison Clapp. Lori Mackey, Mary

Kate Cunningham, Nicole Citro. Matthew

Smith. Christine Imbrogno, Helen Tann.

Angela Sicuranza, Renee Zwicker. Jenn

Dineen, Rachel Mullen. Fourth Row: Nick

Boivin. Adaias Souza, Patrick Quinlan, Amy
Cronin, Gina Seelley. Andrea DiPaolo.

Michelle Staskunas. Ellen MacLaughlin,

Jessica Boy.

Peer Mediation

First Row: Nadia Mariano. Ashley LaBella,

Ellen MacLaughlin, Mr. Volpe. Lisa

Tramontozzi. Nicole Strout. Second Row:

Lana Seelley, Crystal Phelan. Matt Smith.

Lauren Cataldo. Julia Upton. Katie Doherty,

Vanessa Arone, Christina Cataldo. Laurie

Giannetta. Marci Walsh. Third Row: Marissa

Drinkwater. Jihan Hadri. Kim Anthony, Erin

McColgan, Danielle Arigo. Tara Rancourt. Joe

Angelo, Anthony Daigle, Peter Manoogian.

Fourth Row: Pat Eaton, TJ Regan. AJ

McBride. Chris Finn. Matt Roberts, Billy

Robinson. Pat Quinlan. Joe Macero, Mike

Buckley. Will Condon.

Helping Hands
First Row: Corinn Enwright, Alex Manoogian,

Katie Scotina, Elisa Peterson. Deepa Shah,

Michelle Staskunas. Krissy Nichols. Alyssa

Surabian, Christine Nathasingh. Ashley Young.

Second Row: Mrs. Guerrette. Melissa Pace,

Jenna Carrabis, Nadia Mariano. Erin

McColgan. Keriann Golini. Jessica Miller, Lisa

Truglia, Patty Goodwin, Amanda Morrin.

Jessica Malagodi. Third Row : Jennifer

Murphy, Aimee Lothrop. Brendan Rush.

Sachem Times Staff

First Row: Joanna Zajac, Deanna Georges.

Erin McColgan. Corey Cunningham. Lori

Mackey, Brendan Rush, Gina Arigo. Cindy

Salerno, Courtney Koschei. Gina Puccia.

Second Row: Vanessa Danncnberg. Angela

DeSisto, Jen Bcaupre. Elisa Peterson.

Shauna Mclntyre, John Greene. Ms.

Rohrbacher. Jen Giangrcgorio, Kristcn

Richards, Kaitlyn Erickson Adaias Souza.

Third Row: Ashley Berry, Jihan Hadri.



Model United Nations
Front row: Mr. Fontanclla. Second row:

Matthew Smith. Danielle Arigo, Peter

Manoogian. Andrea DiPaolo. Emily Butt,

Deanna Georges. Third row: Alex

Manoogian. Hina Bukhari. Catherine Jensen,

Christopher Sicuranza, Susan Agersea,

Vanessa Arone, Jonelle Paolueei, Courtney

Koshei. Fourth row: Vanessa Dannenburg,

Robert Imperato. John Greene. Brian Liberge,

Matt Zecchino, Kim Jefferson, Sana Bukhari.

Fifth row: Andrew Jeffrey, Joseph Macero.

Technology Club
First Row: Michael Landry. Andrea DiPaolo.

Stephanie Izzicupo, Second Row: Matthew

Smith, Stephan Mantia. Andrew Jeffrey.

Matthew Zecchino. Third Row: Clay

McCormack, John Greene. Joseph Macero.

Chorus

First Row: Nicole Bentz, Elaine Borkowski,

Director Nancy Lemoine. Jihan Hadri, Jenna

LoVerme. Second Row: Jessica Malagodi,

Kristen Willis, Lori Delaney, Stephanie

Izzicupo. Tara McRobbie. Laura Rossi,

Christina Cataldo. Carolyn Blais. Andrea

DiPaolo. Third Row: Dianne Vo, Kelly Fahey,

Amanda Morin. Janelle Paolucci, Lorraine

Logan, Michelle Jones. Corrine Enwright,

Stephanie Foster. Meghan Cronin. Fourth

Row: Vernessa Dannenberg, Janine Venezia,

Laurie McRobbie, Catherine Jensen, Deanna

Georges, Jen Winter, Jen Colella. Fifth Row:

Zach Magardo, Brian Liberge. John Greene,

Bobby Imperato. Matt Zecchino. Mike

Palermo, Joe Macero, Mike Michaud. Ashley

McCall.

Drama Club
First Row: Anthony Langone, Mike Palermo.

John Greene. Jenna LoVerme. Janelle Paolucci.

Nancy Lemoine. Coach. Second Row: Kelley

Fahey. Stephanie Foster, Kathy Maliawco,

Janine Venezia, Robert Imperato. Danielle

Arigo. Tara Rancourt. Jihan Hadri, Stephanie

Izzicupo. Carolyn Blais. Third Row: Rob

Stanley, Jen Colella. Jen Winter. Chris

Sicuranza. Lindsey Berry, Christina Cataldo,

Stephanie Kelley. Andrea DiPaolo. Fourth Row:

Michael Michaud. Vanessa Dannenberg. Diane

Vo. Zach Margardo, Brian Liberge, Matt Smith.

Corri Nelson. Tara McRobbie. Fifth Row: Pat

Whalen, Jackie Hannify. David Duncan. Matt

Zecchino. Joe Macero. Meaghen Cronin, Susan

Agersea.



Art Club
First Row: Jen Winter, Tizziana Agnello.

Ashley Berry. Megan O'Conner. Michael

Bono. Second Row: Diane Vo. Fabrizio

Federico. Nicholas Carr. Elizabeth Forte,

Susan Agersea, Mrs. Lynn. Third Row: Gina

Seelley, Melissa Vente. Joshua Flahnagan -

Poole. Jazz Martin, Michael Strout.

Nurse's Helpers

First Row: Jazz Martin. Deborah Scott. Sarah

Ostroff. Scott Shiner. Michelle Jones. Elaine

Barkosky. Second Row : Danielle Capolla,

Bill Robinson. Mrs. Aeschlimann. Patrick

Quinlan. Danielle McManus, Kym Jefferson.

Student Advisory Board
First Row: Brad Mamalis, David Kushmerek.

Joseph Bryson. Second Row: Andrea

DiPaolo. Amanda Alpert. Cynthia Salemo.

Andrew Jeffrey.

Guidance Helpers

First Row: Caitlin McBride. Ashley Cakounes.

Second Row: Vanessa Danncnbcrg. Gina

Seelley, Lauren Cataldo, Steve Mantia.
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Mr. Keddy's Helpers

First Row: Lisa Meucci, Natalie Barbanti.

Jamie DeCotis. Nicole Kavalchuk.

Second Row: Mr. Keddy. Billy Robinson,

Jenna LoVerme, Erin Halloran, Pat

Quinlan.



National Honor Society

First Row: Christina Walker, Angela

Sicuranza, Krissy Nichols. Katie Scotina.

Sherilyn Bogdan. Anthony Mugford, Laura

Rossi. Tara McRobbie. Peter Manoogian.

Jason Wiseman. Second Row: Cynthia

Salerno, Vanessa Arone. Kym Jefferson.

Stephanie Foster. Stephanie Izzicupo. Deepa

Shah. Matt Smith. Danielle Arigo. David

Kushmerek, Jenna LoVerme. Jen Jaynes,

Nicole Citro. Third Row: Christine Cataldo.

Joanne Zajac. Sana Bokhari. Corri Nelson.

Elisa Peterson. Matthew Zecchino, Tara

Rancourt. Helen Tann. Jen Giangregorio, Erin

Trainor, Christine Imbrogno. Fourth Row;

Tiana Bellone, Alyssa Surabian, Jen Vigneaux,

Lori Mackey, Andrew Jeffrey, Stephen Mantia.

Jenn Dineen. Lauren Cataldo. Julia Upton.

Ellen MacLaughlin. Andrea DiPaolo. Amanda
Alpert. Marissa Drinkwater. Fifth Row: Nick

Boivan, Michael Landry, AJ McBride, Amy
Cronin, Renee Zwicker, Andrew Giansiracusa,

Mary Kate Cunningham. Corey Cunningham.

Caitlin Courtney. Kimberly Anthony. Caitlin

Glancy, Lisa Tramontozzi. Heather Peterson,

Nicole Strout. Gina Seelley. Michael Gerniglia

Student Council

First Row: Crystal Phelan. Jessica Boy.

Christina Cataldo, Heather Bogdan, Deepa

Shah. Cindy Salerno, Maria Alessandrini.

Second Row: Courtney Koshei, Jessica Miller.

Meghan O'Connor. Andrea DiPaolo. Matthew

Smith. Danielle Arigo. Amanda Alpert. Angela

Sicuranza, Amanda Ostrow. Jennifer

Giangregorio. Third Row: Ashley Berry.

Vanessa Arone, Carolyn Blais. Anthony

Daigle. Sherilyn Bogdan, Katie Doherty,

Lauren Cataldo, Helen Tann, Keriann Golini.

Nicole Citro, Christine Imbrogno. Fourth

Row: Christine Caldarelli. Christine Walker,

Mike Landry. Erin Trainor. Susan Agersea,

Sheri Johnson. Elisa Peterson. Corri Nelson,

Jackie Pfeil, Mike Buckley, Joey Angelo.

Fifth Row: Kaitlin Erickson. Will Condon,

Lana Seelley, Meaghen Cronin. David

Kushmerek, Chris Sicuranza. Ashley

Cakounes,Lindsay Boyajian .
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Then....and Now

Jay Taylor

Maria Alessandrini and Colleen Burke
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Way Back When

Ti/.iana Agnello

Maria Alessandrini

Amanda Alpert

Joseph Angelo

Nermina Bajramovic

Deanne Ball

Brittany Barbanti

Natalie Barbanti

Rocco Barras

Jennifer Beaupre

Randy Belcher

Ashley Berry

Lindsey Berry

Jennifer Blanchard

Sherilyn Bogdan

Michael Bono

Melissa Boudreau

Alyssa Boy

Jennifer Brickley

James Brown

Michael Buckley

Colleen Burke

Erin Casoli

Kristal Cerbone

Michael Chesna

Daniel Churchill

Nicole Citro

Danielle Coppola

Caitlin Courtney

Michelle D' Angelo

Anthony Daigle

Kathryn Danahy

Jamie DeCotis

Shane Dellus

Angela DeSisto
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Andrea DiPaolo

Jaclyn Doherty

Katie Doherty

Marissa Drinkwater

Gregory Ezell

Kimberly Freehling

Michael Gerniglia

Andrew Giansiracusa

Jill Gibson

Caitlin Glancy

Keriann Golini

Patricia Goodwin

Ryan Gould

Timothy Grasso

Jihan Hadri

Erin Halloran

Jaclyn Hannify

Melissa Harvey

Andrea Heath

Kerri Hittinger

Christine Imbrogno

Robert Imperato

Jennifer Jaynes

Michelle Jones

Amanda Joseph

Danielle Justice

Nicole Kavalchuk

Da\ id Kent

Kathryn Know les

David Kushmerek

Michael Lean.

Marc Lecouras

Jenna LoVerme

Adam Magnasco

Kathleen Maliawco
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Peter Manoogian

Stephen Mantia

Peter Mattarese

Richard Maynard

Erin McColgan

Bree McConnell

Ashley McGovern

Danielle McManus
Sean McManus
Tara McRobbie

Jessica Miller

Kerri Morgan

Anthony Mugford

Beth Murphy

Christine Nathasingh

Corri Nelson

Sarah Ostroff

Amanda Ostrow

Carla Pagliuca

Michael Palermo

Michael Pecora

Stephanie Penza

Elisa Peterson

Heather Peterson

Jaclyn Pfeil

Jon-Michael Pizzi

Michael Procopio

Kristen Richards

Matthew Roberts

William Robinson

Jennifer Salas

Alicia Santaniello

Gina Seelley

Angela Sicuranza

Matthew Smith
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John Spinelli

Nicole Strout

Katie Sturgis

Shawn Sullivan

Kymberly Takach

James Taylor

Lisa Tramontozzi

Margherita Tranfaglia

Lisa Truglia

Jennella Vivace

Stephanie Waite

Shannon Wass

Adam Wetherbee

Jonathan Wiley

Allen Williams

Matthew Zecchino

Kimberly Anthony

Dana DeMiles

Jennifer Murphy

Melissa Robbins
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Class of 2001

I, Sherilyn Bogdan, leave all my prom dresses and

her own room to my sister Heather, and a seat in the

clown car to my brother Richie

I, Amanda Ostrow, leave my first chair to Andrea

Salois, my happiness to Katie Mabee, and my "evil

laugh" to Katie LoConte.

I, Jennifer Salas, leave my sister Lindsey my bas-

ketball jersey and my other sister Melissa locker

number El 1 1

.

I, Angela Sicuranza, leave stuco to CS 2
, HB, LS &

LC, the infamous Sicuranza laugh to Chris, and a

fun filled senior year to Chris and my "little sis"

Cindy.

I, Gina Seelley, leave my spot on the basketball

team to Eva and my hard work and fun times at

Saugus High School to Lana. I love you guys!

I, Lindsey Berry, leave all the good times I've had

in the library with Mrs. Paulson, Mrs. Korba and

"Weeks" the best librarian ever! To the next "li-

brary geek"

I, Scott Shiner, leave my loud voice, bad attitude

and wise mouth to anyone that wants to stand out.

I, Jennifer Giangregorio, leave the high school (and

the name teachers fear, Giangregorio) to my brother

and sister, my random sense of humor to a very

lucky underclassman, and I leave student council to

all the underclassmen board and the rest of the

general members to come!

I, Kathy Knowles, leave behind my memories of

Saugus High as I move onto college.

I, Anthony Mugford, leave wiffel ball to Mike and

Max.

I, Billy Robinson, leave my devotion to Saugus

sports to Pat Quinlan. I also leave my Mr. SauguM

High trophy to any deserving contestant.

I, Erin McColgan, leave my good times and laugl

and my spot at the lunch table to the next group ci

girls who like to yell!

I, John Rescigno, leave both my car and parking
|

space to Mike Mulchahy.

I, Sean McManus, leave my fine looks, charming;

ways and amazing athletic abilities to Eric Quinkl

I, Amanda Joseph, leave my little sis, Diana, all tli

fun times of high and also all the stressful times ct

high school at SHS. I Love You! You know yom

will miss me when I go to college!

I, Alyssa Boy, leave the fun times of high school,

I

good reputation, and my unconditional love &
support to Jessica Boy.

I, Mike Leary, leave my locker El 21 to my broths

for his 4 or 5 years at S.H.S.

I, Kymberly Takach, leave behind my parking spc

for my brother or friend, whoever gets their licens

first.

I, Ankita Patel, will leave with my family.

I, Carla Pagliuca , leave the ability to go after any

dream that will truly make life worth living no ma

how wild it is to anyone who is brave enough to til

the chances. 1

I, Andy Jeffrey, leave the studio and all of channe ,

10' s problems to Mike Landry.

\
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Sen/or Class Wills

(en Beaupre, leave behind all my memories of

-I.S. when I move onto college.

,:>eter Manoogian, leave my car, and everything

lit comes along with family name. Good luck

ex; I know you can do it.

. aclyn Pfeil, leave with the good times, and fun

mories of Saugus High School, and hope that

jers will too! (Also the nicknames Piff

i Piffel.) ©

"orri Nelson, leave random funny faces' and band

mories to Andrea Salois, and my tardiness to Phil.

I

)anielle McManus, leave the best of luck for the

kt four years to my little sister Lauren.

-like Palermo, leave my locker (El 42) to Adam
iviala, my table near the credit union, folder 19 to

i ke Michaud to Ted Wall & Jim Marshall.

itephen Mantia, leave the studio and all of the fun

iiivities that occur to Mike Landry and Mr. Lavoie.

. ason Wiseman, leave my parking space way
ll.vn back to my brother Josh.

. oe Angelo, leave my hockey shirt to anyone who
es the game as much as I do.

J-like Buckley, leave my parking spot and my seat

i .lass to anyone who wants to use them.

5, Danielle Arigo & John Greene, leave our love

theater, our dedication to the Drama Club, and

SHSDC Executive Board to Chris Sicuranza,

ra Rancourt, Zach Margado, and Joe Macero.

ich love and luck next year, we know you'll make

Droud.

I, Katie Doherty, leave all the good times on the

field, pasta dinners, bus ride songs and many more

field hockey memories to Julia and Cindy.

I, Keriann Golini, leave all the memories and fun

times to my sister Lisa.

I, Shauna Mclntyre, leave my yelling, randomness,

fun lunch table and all of my wonderful memories to

Jessica.

I, Jessy Miller, leave my stupidity to Lori Mackey,

and my rebellious side to Elyse Carr.

I, Jackie Doherty, leave my locker in the W wing #

Wl 16 along with some "stuff in it to Joe Diluigi.

I, Erin Halloran, leave all my absences to anyone

who thinks they can handle it.

I, John D. Greene leave my legacy of entertainment

excellence to Zack & Squiggy

I, Mario Cardia, leave the title "the one your mother

warned you about" to Paul Smith.

I, Nick Carr, leave my parking spot to my sisters

HONDA CIVIC EX.

I, Adam Barras, leave the wrestling team, crazy

events at sectionals, and SHS, to my sisters, Alyssa

& Erika.

I, Mike Procopio, leave all the movies from E01. ami

my parking spot in the teachers lot to m\ brother

Scott, to park his vette in. (Everything else I will

leave to "Fred" © )

I, Jen Jaynes, leave the first singles tennis court to

Melanie Wheeler.
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Colleen Burke, Peter Manoogian, ^Jon-Michael Pizzi*, and Marc McCaigi

Caitlin Courtney and Jenna LoVerme

Michael Chesna and Kathleen Maliawco



Then. . . .and Now

Anthony Mugford and Adam Magnasco

Jaclyn Doherty, Danielle McManus, Jason LaBella, and Jamie DeCotis









December 7, 2000



Saugus High School Band

(L to R): Kaitlyn Mabee, Michelle Lee, Deena Richard, Michelle Arsenault, Amanda Morin,

Shana Howe. Kimberly Jefferson, Alicia Palomba.

(L to R Standing) 1st Row- Amanda Ostrow, Joe Vassapoli, Emily Butt, Kristina Kearney,

Jonathan Smith, Anthony Arone, Andrew Sweeney, Erin Cox, Jennifer O'Neil, Ashley Bryson.

(L to R) 2nd Row- Kevin Stanley, Andrea Salois, Gia Barry, Katie LoConte, Joe Bryson, Mike

Sandis, Miss Savoie.

Missing: Kaitie O'Callaghan, Paul Allen.

r

F
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Then....and Now

Lauren Sprague, Jamie DeCotis, Jaclyn Doherty, Danielle McManus, and Kristen Sprag
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Amanda Joseph

Amanda -

You've worked hard through school and it

shows. Good luck with college and enjoy

college life. We know you'll do fine. We are

so proud of you. We love you very, very

much.

Love,

Mom, Dad, and Diana

Jay Taylor

Jay, as you go forward to

enjoy all the wonderful things

life has to offer, always

remember that we are

proud to be your family.

Love,

Dad, Mom, and Michelle

Anthony Daigle

Anthony, my pride, my joy, my son. You are the

greatest son anybody could ever wish for. I hope

your life is full of good health, plenty of happiness

and much success. You're the BEST!

All my love,

Mom

Joshua Greenstein Kathryn R. Knowles

"Always love me and never forget me,"

were the last words your dad said to you at

ten years old. He would be filled with

pride as I am today, son.

Love,

Mom

Congratulations Kathy! We always knew the

hard work, late night studying and extra effort

would payoff. Go for the gold in college! Luv Ya!
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Danielle Greeley

Way to go Princess! You're a very bright, talented

girl. We know that you'll do wonderful things

with your life. Best of luck and enjoy every

moment. We are very proud of you.

Love,

Mom, Jim, Jack and Miranda

Michael Buckley

Congratulations, Mike! We knew you
could do it! We hope all your dreams come
true. We're very proud of you!

Love,

Mom, Dad, Valerie and Andrea

Michael Leary Marissa C. Drinkwater

You are someone who always had to be

himself and never cared what anyone else

thought. You can make people laugh and

smile with just a look, don't ever change.

Love,

Your family

Your unique qualities and abilities has carried you

over another threshold. Your tenacity and

perserverance will continue to lead vou. "Shoot for

the moon..."

Love Always,

Mom -n- Dad
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Matt Roberts

Matt, You have what it takes to

succeed. Always believe in

yourself. Keep smiling. We're

proud of you.

Love,

Mom and Dad

Jon-Michael Pizzi
You made it. We are so

proud of all you have

accomplished. Your
personality and good heart

has always guided you in the |

right direction. The future is

bright, the future is yours.

Do what you have always

done best - Be yourself. That i

is enogh to take you far in

life. We love you so much.

Love,

Mom, Dad, Nicole, Justin

Elisa Peterson

To Ellie Dawn,
Mommy's pride...

Daddy's joy...

Thank you for being

our wonderful daugter.

Go Babe Go!

With Love,

From your family - Mom,
Dad, and Justin

Colleen Burke

To Colleenie Beanie,

Coco, Lily! We are so

proud of you!

Congratulations!

Love,

Mom, Dad and Sarah

Andrew Giansiracusa

You are our fourth

and last shining star

Continue to work
up to par

Work toward your drearr

You will always beam

Love always,

Mom and Dad
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T3
Jihan Hadri

What A Gift!

Dearest Jihan -

Since the day you were

born you have been and
remain, the love and light

of our life

-Love-

Mom and Dad

Adam Christopher Magnasco

Good luck Adam in

everything you do - We
are so proud of you! A
great son, brother,

grandson.

Love,

Mom, Dad, Maureen,

Paula, Russ,

Ryan and Raja

Ashley McGovern
My Shining Star!

Danielle Gagnon
'The Sunshine in our Lives'

Do you have any idea how happy you make me or how
proud I am of you-- of the young woman you have

become? Thank you for all the joy and wonderful

memories that we share in or very special relationship

as mother and daughter. Remember I'm always here

for you no matter where you are and never settle for

anything less than the best - Just Like You!!

Love Always,

Mom

Through the years you've grown into a strong

compassionate woman. You are fun-loving and enrich

the lives around you. You are a very special daughter

and an endearing sister.

Love,

Mom and Family

Lisa Tramontozzi

To our Angel of Joy "Lisa-Lisa"

You have always given us so much
happiness and joy, watching you grow
into such a beautiful, kind and caring

young lady has made us so very proud.

We are proud of all your hard work,

dedication to your studies, and devotion

to our family. We love you very much,
and share in your excitement for your

bright future, we will miss you terribly

when you go off to college.

Love you,

Mom, Dad, and Louie III

SP

Michelle Jones

Michelle,

Congratulations you made it. I

am very proud of you. They say

the two lasting gilts a parent can

give her child are roots and

wings. 1 know we did well.

Congratulations and Love,

Mom and Hn.in
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Katie Doherty

As you begin your journey

into the rest of your life

we know you will find

success and happiness.

You are a beautiful

addition to the world.

We are very proud of you
and love you dearly

Love,

Ma, Dad, Lili, Dano and

Jackie

Nicole Kavalchuk

Nicole,

Just wanted to let you know how proud I am
of you. You are a beautiful person inside and out.

Dad and I were truely blessed to have a daugter

like you.

Love,

Mom and Dad

J.R. Manoggian

To: J.R.

Love: Mom and Dad
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Kimberly Jo Anthony

We Love You!

May all of your

wishes

come true.

Congratualations

Bo!

We are all very

proud of you!

Mom, Dad, Christine, Andrea

(Simon too!) xoxo

Jaclyn Pfeil

We can't believe you're all grown up.

We're so proud of you!

We Love You,

Mom, Dad, David, Pa, Grandma, Uncle

and Odie

Stephanie Bondi
Special Thanks

Steph,

You are my favorite sister

and best friend,

You always have been

and will be

forever.

Love,

Cheryl.

to

Ms. Golan and Ms. Melchionno

for a job well done

from the Class of 2001



Parent Ads

Christine Nathasingh

Daniel Churchill

Joel Yong Penney

Caitlin M.Glancy

Mark Leavitt

Randy Belcher

Amanda Ostrow

Corri Nelson

Katie Danahy

Stephen Mantia

Keriann Golini

John Spinelli

Christine Imbrogno

Jonathan Wiley

Gina Seeley

Adam Reczkowski

Jason G. LaBella

Michelle D'Angelo

You've struggled and worked hard. Now Graduation Day is here! We are

all so very proud of you. Strive to do your best, Love Mom.
Daniel, You've always made us proud. Keep up the good work. We love

!

you. Mom, Dad, Kate, and Ali.

Ever since you were little, when people asked is he your real child, we ha\i

always been proud to say YES ! Our son.

Caitlin, remember always the special person you are, how much we love

you and are always here for you. Love forever, Mom, Dad, Julianne, and J

Jonathan.

Congratulations! You did it, and we are so proud of you. We wish you th<!

best of luck now and always. Love, Mom and Mike.

Randy, We are very proud of the fine young gentleman you have become.

Keep up the good work, Dad and I are with you all the way. We love you,j

Mom and Dad.

How proud we are of you. We hope your future is as happy as you make i

We love you very much, Dad and Mom.
"We hope you never lose your sense of wonder. . . and when you get the

chance to sit out or dance, we hope you dance!" Love, Mom, Dad, and Pr J

Katie, congrats ! We are so proud of you! We love you! Love Mom, Dadi

and Kelly.

Stephen: you have fulfilled all my highest expectations throughout your

school years. I am very proud of you and wish you every success in col-

lege. Much Love, your Mother.

Keri, a beautiful daughter, sister, and friend. We are so proud of you. Lov

Mom, Dad, and Lisa.

Congratulations on your graduation! We are very proud of you. We wish r

you the best. Always remember how much we love you. Love Mom and I

Dad.

We're proud of you and we love you always. Dad, Mom, Tim, and Jeanne

Jonathan we could not be prouder of you and your accomplishments thus I

and all that you have achieved. May all your future dreams come true.

Love Mom, Papa, and Jesse.

We're so proud of you. All our love, Ma, Dad, Lana, and Eva.

Hard work and determination accomplish your goals. We are proud of yoi

Best of luck in the future. Love Mom and Dad.

You've brought great joy in your uniquely talented way. With pride, we

support and encourage you to utilize your abilities. Love always, Mom an

Dad.

Michelle- Your smile and personality can light up a room and has certainb

brightened up our lives. Never change- Love Mom, Dad, and Mike.
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In Ten Years From Noiu..
I, John Greene, will be dead in 10 years. Like all

shooting stars, I burn bright, fast and HOT!

I, Mario Cardia, will be 10 years richer. (Thanks for

asking)

I, Mike Leary, will be married and unhappy, and

miserable, and still living in Saugus.

I, Kymberly Takach, will be married and managin

music group making millions.

I, Nick Carr, will be driving my Ford Escort because

it has only 29,556 miles on it. Wait and see what it

will look like then.

I, Melissa Badolato, will be living in Texas, owning

Badolato's Bar, Next to Pecka's Pantry with Deanna

as my bartender.

I, Adam Barras will have graduated from college,

working on computers with graphics, and hopefully

married or settling down and starting a family.

I, Jen Jaynes, will be a successful doctor, making a

ton of money, and living in an expensive apartment

in Boston.

I, Stephen Mantia, will be working at a successful

job with computers and living in a huge house

I, Jason Wiseman, will be Dr. Wiseman.

I, Joe Angelo, will be my own boss with a nice car

and a lot of money.

I, Mike Buckley, will be my own boss, with nice

cars, a lot of money, and a big house.

I, Sean McManus, will be a professional golfer on

the PGA Tour and will be very wealthy and have a

super model for a wife.

I, Amanda Joseph, will be happily married, possibly

with children, and will be successful in wherever my
life may take me.

I, Alyssa Boy, will be hopefully married with chil-

dren, have my degree in education & psychology,

and be happy, healthy, & successful.

I, Ankita Patel, will be going to my country and gci

married.

I, Jen Beaupre, will be a graduate of Rivier Colleg:

teaching at an elementary school, married, and ha\ i

two kids ten years from now.

I, Andy Jeffrey, will be a graduate of U-Mass

Amherst and a civil engineer. I will also be happi):;

married rich, and famous.

I, Carla Pagliuca, will be happy and hopefully havw

fulfilled mostly all my wildest and most exciting

fantasies.

I, Peter Manoogian, will be hopefully very successli

in either a well-known company as an engineer on
I

involved in some kind of public policy job. I will I

single and loving life.

I, Jaclyn Pfeil, will be a successful P.T. Assistant,

happily married with kids, living a happy and heal

life, and making lots of money driving a new Mus -

tang GT! ©

I, Mike Palermo, will be working for a multi-billic

dollar Computer Company as a computer network*

technician ten years from now.

I, Danielle McManus, will be happily married wor

ing as an esthetician in Boston.

I, Corri Nelson, will be out of school, living indepi I

dently but ready to start my family and chase my
dreams.

I, Danielle Arigo, will be happily married, success

ful, and far away from here.
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...Where Will You Be?
Jennifer Blanchard, will be hopefully married and

arting a family and have a successful job that I

ljoy.

Keriann, Golini, will be hopefully a full time pre-

hool teacher and busy making a difference in little

ids lives. I also should be getting ready to settle

>wn and have a family of my own.

Shauna Mclntyre, will have a wonderful family,

larried to Michael, have everything that I want and

emories that I will forever treasure.

Lindsey Berry, will hopefully own my own medi-

!
1 daycare, planning our second class reunion, and

course, friends with Brickley!

;
Angela Sicuranza, will be a graduate from the

hool for the mentally bewildered (majoring in 80'

s

ncing—shopping cart!), still laughing and wonder-

g what the next 10 years will hold.

[
Nick Gallo, will be enrolling in college graduate

i hool from college, have a nice house, and Porsche

I 1, twin turbo, a wife, and a few kids.

Sherilyn Bogdan, will be in my 2nd year of resi-

I ncy at Mass General, living in a penthouse apart-

i^nt (in the nice part of Boston) with my cat But-

ins, no kids yet and not married yet.

i Amanda Ostrow, will be probably still living in

nugus, hopefully have a good job in producing or

iiblic relations and be living happily with my family

d my cat.

Jennifer Salas, will be an accountant and own my
vn business or a professional basketball player in

p WNBA.

ijGina Seelley, will be an elementary school teacher

«jio is happily married and enjoying life to its fullest.

Anthony Mugford, will be very happy and success

I.

I, Kathy Knowles, will be a successful financial

advisor with a masters degree in finance. Also

happily married and traveling the world with my
husband.

I, Jennifer Giangregorio, will be a successful creative

writer, or advertising executive, plus an unpaid

random comedian, with a husband and possibly a

child, living in Boston or New York.

I, Scott Shiner, will be living in a big white brick

house somewhere in Saugus with my hunny Lisa.

I, Nicole Citro, will be beginning a career as a veteri-

narian and hopefully enjoying a successful life while

being happily married with a great future insight.

I, Billy Robinson, will be SUCCESSFUL.

I, Erin McColgan, will be successful in my career

choice, married to the love of my life and and raising

my family in a beautiful house with a puppy.

I, Mike Procopio, will be working in criminal investi-

gations for the US Government.

I, Jessy Miller, will be the owner of a small coffee

shop named "Sleepy Man's Cafe"

I, Jackie Doherty, will be hopefully married with at

least one kid, Travis, successful with a good job and

living in a big white house with a picket fence, a dog

and a cat.

I, Kristal Cerbone, will be wasting my time giving

Erin advice.

I. Kcrri Morgan, will still be single and scandalous

with Erin, 10 years from now.

I, Katie Doherty will still be worrying about where

I'll be in ten years!
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I, Erin Halloran, will be single, scandalous, and

telling Kristal "Sorry, but I did it again."



$oodJLuc& glow, of 2001

'Kni&fat derdmc & Sua 'TtaMonaa

Business Resources

Stephen L. Sacco, EA

99 Walnut Street, Suite D-l, Saugus, MA 01906

(781) 231-2451 Voice (781) 231-5601 FAX

• TANNING

• NAIL CARE

• RETAIL HAIR SUPPLIES

Telephone (781) 233-6019

(781) 233 9681

26 Hamilton St.

Saugus, MA 01906

G
^75

CARRIAGE HOUSE MOTEL
(978) 535-1300

Open 24 Hours
Daily & Weekly Rates

Jacuzzi Rooms
Family Rooms
Olympic Pool

109 Newburry St.

Route 1 North

Peabody, MA 01906

Liquor Land
COLDEST BEER IN TOWN

Beer * Wine * Liquors

Imported & Domestic

Serving Saugus for over 25 Years

4 Howard St.

Saugus, MA 01906

(781) 231-0100

MC/Visa & Debit Cards

Accepted

LUIZ TILE INSTALLATION

Ceramic, Vinyl, Marble, Granite

Repair • Full Insurance

For Appointment Call: (781) 595-160'

Cell Phone: (781) 799-3328

Luiz Pfuetzenreiter
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Good Luck Class

2001

CST/berger
Transits

Levels - Lasers

Tripods

MP *

Berger Instruments

50 Messina Drive

Braintree, MA 02184 USA

Tel: (781) 848-7702

Toll Free: (800) 343-6853

Fax: (781)848-8022

SIOP&#
SHOP*

Congratulations

to the Seniors

from

Stop & Shop #407

lease one
220 Broadway

Suite 102

Lynnfield, MA 01940

Lease Line: 1-800-229-8526

Fax Line: (781) 581-0050

Its The Lease we can do www.leaseone.com

yne Penta

wner / Color Specilist

Full Service

Hair, Nails, & Spa

European Elegance

&oute One North

Saugus, MA 01906

(781)233-9322

PETERSON

REAL ESTATE

Office (781)233-4424

FAX (781)233-4511

373 LINCOLN AVENUE SAUGUS, MA 01906



Congratulations Class of 2001

Wall's Foundation Inc.

Poured Concrete Foundations

Free Estimates

Matthew Wall (781) 233-8580

SMARTfA^ftGYco*
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J&M

Specializing in

HOMEMADE ITALIAN SANDWICHES V^-k
GOURMET PARTY PLATTERS

"Quality Cold Cuts

"Buffet Style Catering Services

"Gourmet Platters

"Assorted Calzones

'We don't aim to please; we do please'

340 Central Street

Saugus, MA. 01906

(781) 233-5863

Weekdays 7-6

Sat. 6:30-7:00

Closed Sundays

JOHN J. VASAPOLI
ATTORNEY AT LAW

VASAPOLI & RICCIARDELLI
320 CENTRAL STREET
SAUGUS, MASSACHUSETTS 01906

TELEPHONE (781) 231-2977

FACSIMILE (781) 233-1277

© White Hen Pantry

7£est o-fj Jluck (3tass o-fj 2001

White Hen Pantry

32 Hamilton Street

Saugus, MA 01906

(617) 233-6356

John Rogalski
Franchisee

THE PALACE
ENTERTAINMENT COMPLEX

1500 BROADWAY, ROUTE 99, SAUGUS, MA, 781.321.1660



CONGRATULATIONS!

? 38

Richard Kowalsky Insurance Agency Inc.

544 Lincoln Ave, PO Box 999

Saugus, Massachusetts 01906

781-231-2020

7tC.

Experience and Knowledge

provide the best service

Call for a Complimentary Market Evaluation ofyour home

(781)-233-7300 m
335 Central Street, Saugus

Home Towne Realty, Inc.

&est TOiskes to the (Z-tass of 2001

41 JACKSON ST.

SAUGUS, MA 01906 03

TEL : (781 ) 233-4600

FAX : (781)231-2301

George 0. Gregson
ATTORNEY AT LAW

LAW OFFICES OF

George 0. Gregson, P.C.

325 Central St.

Saugus, MA 01906

Tel : (781) 233-1133

Fax : (781) 233-9146

E-Mail : gregsonlaw@worldnet.att.net

'SeatT&idteA to t6e o$ 2001

COUNSELOR AT LAW

TEL : 781-233-8200

FAX : 781-233-1920

47 JACKSON ST.

SAUGUS, MA 01906
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REFUSE ENERGY SYSTEMS COMPANY
A WASTE MANAGEMENT COMPANY

RESCO ~ Madigan Station 100 Salem Turnpike Saugus, MA 01906

ruin

Cattle (gate

&eal estate

Seat ovi&Ae& fan tucceM, fo t&e

MLS

Business (781 )-231 -2767

Maureen Gaeta

Susan Thomas

356 Central St., Saugus MA 01906

www.castlegaterealestate.com

IMSLKtAHCE

AfiBTT

DUCOTTINSURANCE
AGENCY

CATHERINE E. DUCOTT

17 ESSEX ST.

SAUGUS, MA 01906
781-231-1326 (TEL)

781-233-8432 (FAX)

58 FERRY RD.

SALISBURY
MASS. 01952
978-462-7038



CONGRATULATIONS
&

BEST WISHES
FROM

SELECTMAN
MIKE KELLEHER & FAMILY

Special thanks to the

Faculty and Staff

of SHS
from

The Class Of 2001

CONGRATULATIONS
SAUGUS HUGH SCHOOL

CLASS OF 2ooi

PICTURE THIS
Portrait Studio & Imaging Service?

PSST...CLASS OF 2002...

Its your turn now!!

Come to our studio

for a senior portrait

that's simply the best!

BRING A FRIEND - 2 FOR 1 SPECIAL

781-231-1130
308B Central St, Saugus Center
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In My Life
By Paul McCartney and John Lennon

There are places I'll remember,

all my life though some have changed.

Someforever notfor better,

some have gone and some remain.

All these places have their moments,

with lovers andfriends I still can recall.

Some are dead and some are living,

in my life I've loved them all.

But of all thesefriends and lovers,

there is no one compares with you,

and these memories lose their meaning,

when I think of love as something new.

Though I know I'll never lose affection,

for people and things that went before.

I know I'll often stop and think about them,

in my life I love you more.
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The Millennium Bridge, a

footbridge across the River Thames

connecting London's St. Paul

Cathedral with the Tate Modern Art

Gallery, opens in June. It is the first

bridge to be built over the Thames

in 100 years.

Gas prices soar across Europe. Heavy taxation policies in France and

England cause massive protests and transportation blockades. Both

governments eventually promise relief.

Former KGB agent Vladimir Putin

is sworn into office as Russia's new

president in May 2000, succeeding

long-time leader Boris Yeltsin.

Despite fears of an authoritarian

style, Putin's public approval ratings

remain high.

is
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A Floods in Southeast Asia are

caused by days of pounding rain.

Millions are forced to leave their

homes and more than a thousand

people die in the region's worst

flooding in decades.

A President Clinton travels to

Southeast Asia in November to help

mend relations between the United

States and Vietnam. He is the first

U.S. president to visit Vietnam since

the end of the war in 1975.

A A cable car carrying skiers

and snowboarders in Austria

catches lire inside a tunnel,

killing more than 150 people

on board. It is the worst Alpine

disaster in the country's history.

A Yugoslav President Slobodan

Milosevic is ousted from office in

October, ending 13 years of violent

rule. Vojisiav Kostunica becomes

Yugoslavia's first democratically

elected president.

Q Australian

street artists

called "Strange

Fruit" perform

gravity-defying

feats around

the world. The

performers float

above the audience

on 15-foot

fiberglass poles.

President Clinton makes a last-

ditch effort to broker a Middle East

peace deal before his term ends

in January 2001 by drafting a plan for

leaders of both Israel and Palestine

to review. Israeli Prime Minister

Ehud Barak and Palestinian Yasser

Arafat agree to review Clinton's

proposal, but no deal is signed

before month's end.

A Singapore Airlines jumbo jet

crashes during takeoff in Taiwan,

killing 81 of the 179 people on board.

In a blinding rainstorm the pilot uses

the wrong runway and collides with

construction equipment.
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O Canada mourns the death of former

Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau, who

served the country for nearly 16 years.

Trudeau, who was 80, is remembered

for his flamboyant style and his

commitment to keeping Canada a

single nation.
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GOVERNMENT LAW TRANSPORTATION]

In August, the Russian nuclear submarine

Kursk sinks to the bottom of the Barents Sea

after an unexplained explosion. All 118 crew

members are killed.

FLASH > > >

C! Two hundred North and South

Koreans separated from family

members since the 1950-1953

Korean war reunite in August. The

four-day visits are a goodwill gesture

by both countries' leaders, who met

for the first time in June.

AIDS reaches epidemic proportions

in southern Africa. Leaders and

citizens throughout the world

conduct a massive educational

campaign on World AIDS Day

December 1 to teach people about

the disease that is killing 6,000

sub-Saharan Africans each day.

Uganda is struck by an occurrence

of the deadly Ebola virus that is

linked to more than 100 deaths.

The outbreak is traced to a Gulu

woman who died in September

and whose body infected other

people during the ritual cleansing

of the dead.

A in January 2001, a 7.9 magnitude

earthquake devastates Gujarat in

western India. The huge quake

causes an estimated $5.5 billion

in damages and kills more than

20,000 people.

A in August, Somalia elects its first

president in nine years. President

Abdiqasim Salad Hassan promises

to bring peace and economic

recovery to the African nation.

A Former Coca-Cola executive

Vicente Fox, of the National

Action Party, is elected president

of Mexico in July, ending the

Institutional Revolutionary Party's

71 -year reign.

A More than 150 world leaders meet

at the U.N. Millennium Summit in

September to discuss war, poverty,

disease and other global problems.

The meeting is the largest gathering

of world leaders in history.
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Missoulan. Mirhael Gaiiacher/AP/Wlde World Photos
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& The U.S. Senate passes the

Permanent Normal Trade Relations

bill in September to open up trade

between the United States and China.

The bill is expected to increase U.S.

exports by $1 3 billion annually.

|
Q In the worst forest tire season in 50 years, more than 20,000 firefighters

battle blazes in the western United States. More than 80 major wildfires

burn across 13 states, forcing hundreds of people to leave their homes.

D Firestone initiates the largest tire

recall in history after dozens ot

rollover accidents appear to be

caused by faulty treads. At least 148

deaths in the United States are linked

to the defective tires, altho

problems with s

also are under investigation.

HrantM fW*»rtt« Act
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FLASH »>

Convicted of

monopoly practices

in the software

industry, Microsoft

Corporation is

ordered by a federal

,
district judge in June

to break into two

separate companies.

Company chairman

Bill Gates files for

an appeal.

KB
A wave of Internet startup

companies, once the darlings

of the online economy, file for

bankruptcy after falling short

of stockholders' earnings

expectations. The NASDAQ stock

exchange, where most dot-coms

are traded, loses 39% of its value

for the year.

Millions of Californians go for hours

without power in January 2001 as

utility companies cut off electrical

supply due to low reserves. The

crisis, blamed on aging generating

plants, deregulation, soaring

wholesale prices and debt-ridden

utilities, spurs other states to

begin devising prevention plans.

The Oklahoma City National

Memorial is unveiled in April 2000.

The memorial is built to honor the 168

people who died in the 1995 bombing

of the Alfred P. Murrah Federal Building.
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GOVERNMENT POLITICS BUSINESS

On December 4, 2000, the U.S. presidency remains in

limbo as both Florida and New Mexico officials recount

ballots to determine who will win their state's electoral

votes. New Mexico goes to Gore. Ultimately, Bush wins

Florida which gives him a narrow victory.

FLASH >>>

On election night, several TV

networks prematurely declare Al Gore

the winner In Florida, only later to

reverse themselves, twice. The

fiasco confirms many Americans'

distrust of polling and early "calling"

of elections.

In one of his first duties as President-

elect, George W. Bush nominates

Colin Powell to be Secretary of State.

The tour-star Army General becomes

the first African-American in history

to serve in this role.

A Chads, dimpled chads and butterfly

ballots become common terms

during the election as Florida officials

assess voter intent. The confusion

generates national discussion for

uniform methods of voting.

A The U.S. Supreme Court casts A in a fiery and highly publicized A Missouri Governor Mel Carnahan

the deciding vote in the nation's

election. The court ends the Gore-

Bush legal battles in Florida by

stopping all recounting, an action

that effectively gives Bush victory.

political battle, Hillary Rodham

Clinton beats Republican Rick Lazio

decisively to become senator from

New York. She is the first first lady

to be elected to public office.

is elected to the Senate days after he

dies in a November plane crash. His

widow, Jean Carnahan, agrees to

serve as senator in his place.

D In October, the USS Cole is bombed while refueling in Yemen. A number of

terrorist groups are suspected of the blast that kills 17 sailors and injures 39.

Q The Federal Trade Commission charges the film, recording and

video-game industries with marketing violent and adult-rated materials to

teens. The entertainment giants are requested to stop the practice or face

legal intervention.
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j Walkie-talkies make

a comeback as an

economical alternative

to cell phones. The new

generation talkies come

in wild styles and have

a range of two or

more miles.

In August, a mile-wide patch of open water is spotted at the North Pole,

dramatizing concerns about global warming.

A In July, Stephen King shakes up

the publishing world by releasing

one of the first online books, The

Plant More than 150,000 copies

are downloaded the first week at

$1 per chapter.

D New photos of fiery streams of gas

that can reach 300,000 miles high may

explain why the sun's atmosphere is

hotter than its surface.

A in a Guatemalan jungle,

archeologists uncover remains of an

ancient Mayan palace. Bigger than

two football fields, the palace is one

of the largest ever discovered.

A Internet appliances that provide A in 2000, more than 200 animal

surfing and e-mailing capabilities species join the Iberian Lynx on the

make their way to homes and schools. World Conservation Union's List of

The devices offer less expensive

Internet access to consumers without

home computers.

Threatened Species. Their addition

brings the world total to 11,046 plants

and animals having threatened status.

FLASH >>>

Personal Digital

Assistants (PDAs)

capable of calendar

scheduling, note taking,

e-mailing, phoning and

Web browsing go

mainstream in 2000.

Competition among

manufacturers heats

up with Microsoft,

BlackBerry, Palm and

other brands vying

for shares of the teen

and business markets.

Paleontologists identify a new

species of dinosaur from fossils

found in northern Italy. The

26-foot-long, meat-eating

Saltriosaur is one of the world's

oldest dinosaurs, dating back 200

million years.

Scientists are forced to rethink the

traditional definitions of a star and

planet when 18 massive planet-like

bodies that don't revolve around

a sun are discovered in the Sigma

Orionis cluster.

11
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D Final touches are made to the

International Space Station for its

first residents. American astronaut

Bill Shepherd and two Russian

cosmonauts live on the space station

for four months starting in November.



D Wireless devices that send

real-time personal messages

between users become the latest

communication craze. The "instant

messages" can be typed, written or

spoken, depending on the brand,

and devices cost less than S100.

In 2000, both Honda and Toyota launch gas-electric

hybrid cars. Operated by a battery-powered electric motor

and a gas-run engine, the hybrids get up to 70 miles per

gallon on the highway and release minimal emissions.

FLASH > > >

New Internet domain names are

created to lessen the load on the

old .com standard. The new names,

slated for use in mid-2001, include

.info for general use, .biz for

businesses, .name for individuals

and .pro for professionals.

Scientists complete a rough "map"

of the genetic code that makes

a person human. The map will aid

in the detection and prevention of

cancer and other illnesses.

ilk 1

A PlanetPortal unveils the A Scientists discover an ancient A The Hubble Space Telescope

WebRemote, a remote built for use standing lizard fossil in a German

with the Internet. Users can surf their quarry, suggesting that dinosaurs

favorite sites at the touch of a button may not have been the first

instead of keying addresses or creatures to walk upright,

scrolling a list of bookmarked pages.

shows never-before-seen details

of a "cosmic butterfly," material

ejected by a star in the later

stages of its life.

A Computer scientists at Brandeis

University make a robot that can

design and build other robots with

minimal help from humans.

Slepwn J BorttnuAPWilt Wo*a Pnow

O Apple Computer unveils its new G4 Cube computer in July. The 8-inch

crystalline cube is commended for its small size, high speed, low noise

level, touch-sensitive power activation and padless optical mouse.

Amtrak introduces the nation's first high-speed train in

November. The "Acela Express" travels up to 150 miles per

hour and runs between Washington, DC. New York and Boston

with other routes planned for coming years
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O New prepaid credit cards and

online credit lines are the latest

high-tech means for parents to

control their teens' spending.

Depending on the account, parents

determine the spending limit or

the online stores where the money

can be spent and receive monthly

statements ot purchases made.

customat i x com

Vsn
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A new Web site, Customatix.com, lets users design their own

!sneakers. Starting from scratch or selecting a prefab model, users

can pick everything from the colors and styling to the fabric and

personalized logo at a cost of $80 to $95 a pair.

D MH-18, billed as the first national

lifestyle magazine for guys 13 to

18, hits newsstands in August. The

Men's Health offshoot covers sports,

fitness, school, relationships and

issues teenage boys face growing up.

V Techno pants, as functional as last

year's cargoes but with cleaner lines and

nylon fabric, are popular with teens. They

come in a variety of colors and feature

zippered legs and

pockets, toggles and

nylon drawstrings.

U'llUfK
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A American Heritage, among other A Pleather, a synthetic fabric

publishers, releases new dictionaries, that looks like leather, comes

capturing the language of our in an array of colors and prints

computer-savvy culture. "Dot-com," and is popularized by celebrities

"netiquette" and "cybersurfing" are like singer Christina Aguilera.

among the new entries.
Ire

A Laser eye surgery becomes an

increasingly accepted alternative to

eyeglasses and contact lenses as

the technology continues to improve.

FLASH >>>

The popularity of Apple

Computer's translucent

berry-colored iMac sparks

a wave of similarly colored

cell phones, CD players,

[Cameras, irons and other

household appliances.

For the first time, females

outnumber males in Internet use

in the United States, representing

50.4% of the online population

in 2000. Teenage girls are the

fastest growing user segment.

Designer faceplates become a

popular way to personalize

cell phones. The decorative

attachments come in a variety of

designs and colors to match the

user's mood or outfit. Wordstretch bracelets become

a trendy accessory in Hollywood

and around the nation. The

multi-colored elastic bands come

inscribed with "Call me," "Money is

overrated," "Snap out of it" and

other simple messages designed

to spark conversation.
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Q Message T-shirts become fashion statements

among teen girls. "Foxy Lady," "Princess" and "Monkey

Around" are just a few of the tongue-in-cheek logos

that appear on the popular shirts.

FLASH >>>

High-tech, fold-up metal versions

of the old scooter are one of the year's

hottest modes of transportation but

also a leading cause of injury.

By the end of 2000, an estimated

75% of U.S. universities offer

courses online and more than 5.8

million students have logged on.

With the 2000 unemployment rate

at a low of 4%, college students

working as summer interns

command wages up to $20 an

hour, along with compensation

packages, from high-tech and

Internet companies.

A Companies like Estee Lauder, A Stick-on crystals and gems

Origins, Hermes and Blistex begin become popular fashion accessories

to market products in portable for teen girls, accenting the face,

single-use packets. Products include neck and shoulders,

nail polish remover, scented wipes,

hair conditioners and moisturizers.

A Mail-order clothing pioneer

Lands' End introduces "scan wear."

The technology captures customers'

body measurements, and allows

users to virtually "try on" clothing

when ordering via the Internet.

A "Personal TVs" by TiVo and

ReplayTV allow users to control

live TV by pausing or rewinding

and to record their favorite shows

without having to set a VCR timer

or purchase videotapes.

Chrysler rolls out its 1930s retro car, the PT Cruiser, in spring 2000

The five-door "personal transportation" wagon is a hot seller, beating the

popular Volkswagen New Beetle by two to one in the first month. It also

wins Motor Trend magazine's 2001 Car of the Year

Q Teens involved in anti-smoking organizations such as The Truth and

Target Market strike back at Big Tobacco for marketing to youth, by

launching their own in-your-face advertising campaigns targeting cigarette

makers. The print and broadcast ads are sponsored by funds won from

tobacco suit settlements.

KIICC
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Q A new computer video game called

"The Sims," which simulates the life of

a suburban family, develops a fanatical

following with teens. Players create the

characters and guide them through

building a house, furnishing it, finding

a career and running a family in their

pursuit of happiness.

The Millennium Force, the world's tallest and fastest roller

coaster, opens in May 2000 at the Cedar Point amusement park

in Sandusky, Ohio. The ride has a 300-foot drop and travels up

to 92 miles per hour.
Mtwis/Eleclronic Arts

D Jim Carrey stirs up trouble in the

town of Whoville in an adaptation of

the Dr. Seuss classic. How the Grinch

Stole Christmas. The Grinch, which

opens in November, is the highest

grossing film of 2000.

SgBrother
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A Meet the Parents, starring Robert A in July, CBS launches"Big Brother," A UPN's weekly series "WWF
De Niro and Ben Stiller, opens in

October. The movie wins Favorite

Comedy Motion Picture at the

a reality-based show in which 10 Smackdown!" starring professional

people share living quarters for three wrestler The Rock is the network's

months until ail but one are voted most-watched show in 2000, with

People's Choice Awards, and De Niro out. Viewers can monitor contestants 7.3 million viewers,

earns a Golden Globe nomination. 24/7 on the show's Web site.

A in December, Cast Away is

released, starring Tom Hanks as a

crash victim stranded on a desert

island for four years. For his nearly

one-man performance Hanks wins

Best Actor at the Golden Globes.

FIASH >>>

r ^
Gamers camp outside

I electronics stores to

I

secure the long-awaited

|

Sony PlayStation 2, which

• goes on sale in October

I

in limited quantities. The

new version allows users

to listen to CDs and watch

DVD movies in addition to

playing games.

The first big hit in 2001 is Save

the Last Dance, which opens in

January. The teen romance,

starring Julia Stiles and Sean

Patrick Thomas, earns close to

$50 million in its first two weeks.

Pay It Forward, a movie based on

the idea of performing random

acts of kindness, opens in October

starring Haley Joel Osment,

Kevin Spacey and Helen Hunt.

Tom Cruise reprises his role as

Ethan Hunt in the action sequel

Mission: Impossible 2. The May

release is summer's biggest box-office

draw and 2000's second-highest

grossing film, earning more than

$215 million.
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Popular television series prompt the introduction

of board game versions. "Survivor" and "Who Wants

To Be a Millionaire" lead the list of new releases.

FLASH > > >

NBC's White House drama 'The

West Wing." starring Martin Sheen,

Allison Janney and Richard Schiff,

sets a record for receiving the most

Emmys in a single season with nine

wins, including Outstanding Drama Series

In November, illusionist David

Blaine is encased in ice for 62

hours in New York's Times Square,

assisted only with air and

water tubes and a catheter. Blaine,

who was seeking notoriety over

national TV, survives the stunt but

requires hospitalization.

Russell Crowe becomes a

household name with the release

of Gladiator. The epic film wins

a Golden Globe Award for Best

Drama as well as an acting nod

for Crowe.

y v ? i

A NBC's "Will & Grace" is one of

television's 10 most watched shows

in 2000. Actors Sean Hayes and

Megan Mullally win Emmys for their

roles as Jack and Karen.

A Scary Movie, the Wayans brothers'

spoof on horror movies, is among

the year's 10 highest grossing films.

The July release earns more than

$157 million and is voted the Teen

A Fox's "Dark Angel" is voted A in July, Wolverine, Cyclops,

Favorite New Television Dramatic Storm and other super-powerful

Series at the 2001 People's Choice comic book characters are brought

Awards. The series, set in the year to life in X-Men. The movie grosses

2019, explores the life of a genetically over $157 million, one of the year's

Choice Awards Movie of the Summer, enhanced heroine named Max. 10 biggest box-office draws.

& Charlie's Angels, based on the popular 70s TV series, is one of the top

20 box-office draws in 2000. The movie, starring director Drew Barrymore,

Cameron Diaz and Lucy Liu. earns $40 million its opening week in

November and grosses more than $123 million during its run.

The year's hottest TV show is CBS's

"Survivor," in which 16 contestants

compete for a million dollars by surviving

on a tropical island for 39 days. More than

51 million viewers tune in for the final episode

Based on its success, CBS launches a second

"Survivor" series in January 2001 set in the

Australian Outback
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I Q A new board game called "Hip-

| Hop Hall of Fame" capitalizes on

the popularity of the music genre.

Players make their way around

an album-like board by answering

questions about Hip-Hop performers,

songs, culture and history.

Hip-Hop remains one of the year's

dominant sounds, with acts such as

DMX, Jay-Z and Ludacris all making

Billboard's Top 40 with new songs

and selling more than a million

copies of their latest CDs.

32

A N Sync's No Strings Attached A Pop star Bjork wins MTV's

becomes the top-selling album of Breakthrough Video Award for "All

2000 with 10 million units sold. The Is Full of Love." The Icelandic

lead single "Bye Bye Bye" wins three newcomer is also nominated for a

MTV awards and receives a Grammy Golden Globe and a Grammy for

nomination for Record of the Year. her music in Dancer In the Dark.

A Macy Gray wins MTV's Best New A Lee Ann Womack wins the

Artist in a Video award for her hit Country Music Association's award

single "I Try." Gray is also nominated for Best Single with "I Hope You

for three Grammys. Dance." Womack also receives

several Grammy nominations.

HASH >>>

H New brands

and styles of

portable MP3

i

players inundate

the market in 2000.

The new-generation

devices store and

play digital music

from the Internet

and feature more

playing time than

their predecessors.

Madonna scores a record-setting

12th No. 1 single with the release

of "Music." In December, she

weds director Guy Ritchie in a

Scottish castle.

Irish artist Samantha Mumba

makes the music charts in 2001

with her hit song "Gotta Tell You."

The 17-year-old joins fellow

countrymen U2 and The Corrs

on the American airwaves.

r
D Creed, with lead singer Scott Stapp,

proves to be one of 2000's hottest rock

bands, with their singles "Higher" and

"With Arms Wide Open" hitting the top

5 on Billboard's Hot 100 singles list.

The group wins American Music

Association's Favorite Alternative Artist

and Favorite Pop/Rock Album.

«* mv
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CONCERTS

B Opening week sales records are shattered in 2000 with El A C II
benchmarks set for the number of albums sold. Britney fcHOII
Spears' Oops...l Did it Again, Eminem's The Marshall Mathers

LP, Limp Bizkit's Chocolate Starfish and the Hot Dog Flavored

Water and Backstreet Boys' Black & BlueaH break the

million-unit mark.

>>>

Napster loses several court battles with the recording

industry over copyright infringement. The popular online

music sharing service, with over 60 million users, faces

shut-down unless it can create a new business formula

that satisfies the major recording labels.
1
—
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The Beatles begin 2001 atop the

Billboard album chart with the

album 1. The CD sells more

than 5 million copies over the

holiday season.

Sisqo, a member of the R&B

band Dm Hill, goes solo in 2000.

The singer tops the singles chart

with "Incomplete" and "Thong

Song" and takes home awards

from Billboard and the American

Music Association.

A MTV's "Total Request Live,"

which allows viewers to vote for

their favorite music videos,

continues to gain popularity.

Host Carson Daly becomes one

of the year's best-known faces.

A Destiny's Child achieves three

back-to-back No. 1 singles in 2000,

making the band Billboard's Top

Pop Artist of 2000. The group is

nominated for five Grammys, four

for the single "Say My Name."

A Faith Hill and Tim McGraw perform A Pink is one of the year's top

to sellout crowds on their Soul 2 Soul new artists. Her debut album,

tour. Hill and McGraw win the Country Can't Take Me Home, sells 2

Music Association's Female and Male million copies, and two of her

Vocalist of the Year, making them the songs are Top 10 hits,

first couple to win in the same year.

Bm VnDiouten/AP Wide Wo- d Pnotos

Rock music dominates the music charts and award shows in 2000.

Groups including matchbox twenty, Vertical Horizon and 3 Doors Down top

both the rock and pop singles charts with their respective singles "Bent."

"Everything You Want," and "Kryptonite.'

in on

J
ichbo*

Baha Men's hit song "Who Let the Dogs Out" reaches anthem status

at sports stadiums across the country. The song also wins a Grammy
nomination for Best Dance Recording.
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O American Marion Jones, 24, becomes the first woman to

win five track and field medals in a single Olympic Games

at the 2000 Summer Games in Sydney Jones wins the 100-

and 200-meter sprints and the 4x400 relay, and finishes

third in both the 4x100 relay and long |ump.

fOOOS

I Tiger Woods, 24, wins three ol gotl

1 four major tournaments to become the

g youngest player to win a career grand

i slam. Woods also t

record for a single yeaJ'with winnings

of more than $9 million.

In January 2001, after a three-year

hiatus, legendary Mario Lemieux

iturns to play for the Pittsburgh

Penguins, the hockey team

he now part-owns. Lemieux

becomes the first owner/player

in the history of the NHL.

ix» I Mr
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Cyclist Lance Armstrong wins his

second consecutive Tour de France in

July. Armstrong, a cancer survivor, also

writes his autobiography It's NotAbout

the Bike: My Journey Back to Life.
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OLYMPICS CHAMPIONS HEROES

>>>
The Los Angeles Lakers win the NBA

championship, the franchise's first in 12 years.

The Lakers beat the Indiana Pacers in game six of

the finals. Center Shaquille O'Neal is named MVP.

The racing world is stunned when

NASCAR legend Dale Earnhardt Sr.,

a seven-time Winston Cup champion,

is killed on the last lap ot the

Oaytona 500 in February 2001.

NASCAR does not retire numbers,

but car owner Richard Childress

said he will never again race

Earnhardt's black No. 3 car.

Xtreme Football debuts in February

2001. The game combines

conventional football rules with

some of the mayhem of professional

wrestling. Eight teams play in the

league's first season.

A Laura Wilkinson overcomes

three broken toes to win the

women's 10-meter platform diving

competition. Wilkinson is the first

American woman to earn the gold

in this Olympic event since 1964.

A in a huge upset, American

Greco-Roman wrestler Rulon

Gardner defeats Russian legend

Alexander Karelin for the gold in

the super heavyweight class. The

loss is Karelin's first in 13 years.

Si
A American swimmer Misty Hyman A American runner Michael Johnson

beats out heavily favored Susie

O'Neill of Australia to win the 200-

meter butterfly. Hyman's winning

makes history by winning the 400-

meter run for an unprecedented

second time in a row at the Olympics.

time of 2:05.88 is an Olympic record. Alvin Harrison, also from the United

States, wins the silver medal.

The Baltimore Ravens beat the New York Giants 34-7 in Super Bowl

xxxv for their first NFL title. Ray Lewis of Baltimore's highly touted defense

is named MVP of the game.

Cathy Freeman carries the Olympic torch at the opening ceremonies

of the 2000 Summer Games in Sydney. Freeman goes on to win the 400-

meter dash, becoming the first Aboriginal Australian to earn an individual

Olympic gold medal.
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I D Paula Prince of Port Richey,

| Florida, wins the sixth annual Ugly

I Couch Contest, sponsored by a

I
slipcover manufacturer, with her

| vintage 70s entry. Prince and two

I other contest finalists appear on

% ABC's "Live! With Regis" in October.

H Comedian Dennis Miller debuts as co-announcer on ABC's

"Monday Night Football." Miller's offbeat humor gets a mixed

reaction from fans, and the series earns some of the lowest

ratings in its 31 -year history.
www surefit com/1 -888-surelit

Q Fred Rogers, host of the children's

PBS show "Mister Rogers'

Neighborhood," announces he will tie

his tennis shoes for the last time,

when his final new episode airs in

August 2001. Rogers will continue to

work on Web sites, books and special

museum projects.

A To observe society and learn

about himself, New Jersey native

Brett Banfe, 18, takes a one-year

vow of silence. He communicates

by e-mail, facial expressions and

business cards.

A Runner Maria Runyan, who is

legally blind, becomes the first U.S.

Paralympian to compete in the

Olympics. Runyan places 8th in the

1,500-meter run at the 2000 Summer

Games in Sydney, Australia.

A England celebrates the 100th

birthday of the Queen Mum, mother

of Queen Elizabeth, in August. The

beloved Mum becomes the oldest

living royal in the history of the

British Monarchy.

A in October, Slovenian climber

Oavo Karnicar becomes the first

person to ski down Mount Everest.

Karnicar's two-mile descent down

the world's highest mountain

takes five hours.

In honor of the late

cartoonist Charles M.

Schulz, 101 fiberglass

Snoopy statues — each in

a theme wardrobe— are

displayed in Schulz's hometown

of St. Paul. Several are

auctioned off in October

to raise money for

aspiring cartoonists.

FLASH > >>

Video gamer Josh Griffith, 17,

starts a business filling in for

other gamers involved in an

online roleplaying game called

"Asheron's Call." Players are

required to put in hours of

game time to keep their online

characters powerful. Busy

executives pay Griffith up to

$40 an hour to play for them.

After a record 3,545 wins and

$81 million in earnings during

her 19-year career, jockey Julie

Krone becomes the first woman

inducted into the National Racing

Hall of Fame.

What do you think?
Please give us your feedback on World Beat@ www

D Controversial Indiana University

basketball coach Bob Knight is fired in

September after allegedly violating a

University-imposed code of conduct.

During his 29 years at Indiana, Knight

was often criticized for temper

outbursts. His dismissal provokes

student protest demonstrations.

com/yearaook
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